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March 11, 1946— December 24, 1951
HOPKINTON TOWN REPORT
1951 TOWN OFFICERS
Moderator— Lewis A. Nelson.
Selectmen — Wendell A. Clough (deceased); Joseph
H. Young, term expires 1953; Frank M. Kimball,
term expires 1954.
Town Clerk— Arthur C. Huntoon (resigned)
Spencer S. Dodd (appointed)
Treasurer— Lewis A. Nelson.
Tax Collectors— John C. Leighton, Spencer S. Dodd.
Highway Agents— Ernest S. Archicald, Bernard
Foster.
Overseer of Poor— Olive M. Cooley.
Constable— Walter G. Crory.
Auditors— John K. Graves, Chapin Hoskins, Thomas
A. Koons.
Trustees of Trust Funds— Clyde M. Davis, term ex-
pires 1952; Earl J. Rice, term expires 1953; Jessie
Brown, term expires 1954.
Fence Viewers— Bernard M. Reen, John K. Graves,
John A. Brock, Ernest S. Archibald.
Tree Warden — Ernest S. Archibald.
Library Trustees— Col. Theron Methvin, term ex-
pires 1952; Jessie Brown, term expires 1953; Helen
L. Barnard, term expires 1954.
Weighers— Arnold E. Hoyt, Harold R. Clough.
Sextons— Daniel H. Dustin, Ira A. Putney, Ernest S.
Archibald, Irl V. Young (resigned), Leon Holmes
(appointed)
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Surveyors of Wood and Lumber— Thomas B. Card,
Stewart Astles, Arthur S. Duston.
Town Forestry Board— Bernard M. Reen (term ex-
pires 1952), Joseph H. Young (term expires 1953),
George E. Barnard (term expires 1954)
Budget Committee— James A. Weast (term expires
1952), Norman Hoffman (term expires 1952),
Richard A. Brunei (term expires 1953), Nathaniel
F. Davis (term expires 1953), Neal J. Rice (term
expires 1954), John A. Brock (term expires 1954)
Supervisors— Hiram E. Conant, Edmund G. Dan-
forth, Raymond J. Barnard.
Town Road Committee— Robert J. Prowse (term ex-
pires 1952), Richard A. Brunei (term expires 1953),
Bernard M. Reen (term expires 1954), Frederick
Auer (term expires 1955), Robert D. Hunter (term
expires 1956)





The State of New Hampshire
(L. S.)
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Hopkinton in the
County of Merrimack in said State, qualified to
vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Town Hall in said
Hopkinton on Tuesday, the thirteenth day of March,
next at nine of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary
to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make

























3. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the repairs of highways and
bridges in addition to the one quarter of one per cent
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of the Town's valuation, which is required by law, esti-
mated $5,500.00.
4. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the general expense of the
Highway Department and Street Lighting.
5. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the employment of a District
Nurse and other health expenses.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $1400. for the support of Concord
Hospital.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $400.00 for the control of White Pine
Blister Rust.
8. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the care of Town Dumps.
9. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of the Hopkinton
Free Public Libraries.
10. To see what sum of money the Town will vote




To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the observance of Old
Home Day.
12. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for Civilian Defense.
13. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for Legal Expenses.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $3000.00 for Town Construction and
permanent improvement of roads.
15. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for Town Road Aid.
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16. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for new equipment.
17. To see if the Town will vote to elect a Road
Planning Committee. Such committee to consist of five
members, one elected each year with tenure of office
being five years. Such committee shall work in coopera-
tion with the Road Agents, the Selectmen and the State
Highway Department in making a survey of the town
roads, drawing up long term plans for improvements
and reporting to the towns people at least once a year
of progress made.
18. To see if the Town will vote to oil the road from
Rowells Bridge north of the railroad crossing of the
siding of the Boston & Maine Railroad on Clement's
Hill northerly to the four corners, said portion of the
road having recently been filled in and graded.
19. To see if the Town will vote tCLi^e the 1951
Town Road Aid money for reconstrucximi of Sugar
Hill Road beginning at Guimond's CornA at Route
202 and continuing to the junction of the Bassett Mill
Road.
20. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the pro-
visions of Chapter 171A of the Revised Laws relative to
playing games of beano.
21. To see if the Town will vote to choose agents
and committees in relation to any subject embraced
in this Warrant.
22. To see if the Town will vote to accept a plot of
land on Main Street in the Village of Contoocook, to
forever be used for the Bates Public Library Building.
This plot of land given as a memorial to the late Cap-
tain Grovenor A. Curtice and Mrs. Augusta W. Curtice.
23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize con-
struction and equipment of a Public Library building
in the Village of Contoocook in accordance with the
terms of the last will and testament of Richard W.
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Bates, using therefor the fund with accumulated income
bequeathed by him to the Town for such purpose, and
to take all other action necessary or incidental thereto.
24. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum
of $16,312.68 from the Estate of Mary L. Flanders, the
sum to be held in strict trust by the Trustees of Trust
Funds of the Town, the income only to be expended
for the benefit of the native worthy poor of Hopkinton.
25. To see if the Town will vote to accept the fol-
lowing Cemetery Trust Funds, the income to be used
as directed subject to provisions adopted at the Town
Meeting of March 10th, 1925:
The sum of $200.00 from the Robert J, Graves Estate for
the care of the Robert J, Graves lot in Hopkinton New
Cemetery.
The sum of $200.00 from Roy O. Bartlett for the care of
the Roy Bartlett lot in Contoocook Cemetery.
26. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the
Selectmen tomorrow money in anticipation of the 1951
Tax levy.
27. To act on reports of Town Officers, Library
Trustees and Committees for 1950.
28. To hear and transact any other business that
may properly come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-first day












RECORD OF ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
Hopkinton, N. H., March 13, 1951
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator
at nine o'clock in the forenoon. After the reading of
the Warrant the Moderator called upon Rev. William
Keech to offer prayer. Warrant was delivered to the
Town Clerk at 9: 15.
Article 1. Check list posted and polls opened for bal-
loting.
The following resolution was offered by
Joseph H. Young, and duly seconded "That ac-
tion on all articles pertaining to the raising of
money be deferred until after one o'clock, the
motion was declared as carried in the affirmative.
The following named officers were elected:
Fence Viewers— Bernard M. Reen, John K. Graves,
John A. Brock, Ernest S. Archibald.
Tree Warden— Ernest S. Archibald.
Weighers— Arnold E. Hoyt, Harold R. Clough.
Sextons— Daniel H. Dustin, Ira A. Ptney, Irl V.
Young, Ernest S. Archibald.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber— Thomas B. Card,
Stewart Astles, Arthur S. Duston.
Town Forest Board— George E. Barnard, term to
expire 1954.
Budget Committee— Neal J. Rice, term expires
1954; John A. Brock, term expires 1954.
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Article 17. The following resolution was offered by
Joseph H. Young, and moved its adoption:
Resolved by Town of Hopkinton, in town
meeting convened that the town adopt Article
17, as read.
Article 18. The following resolution was offered by
John S. Ball, and moved its adoption: That ac-
tion on this article be deferred at this time and
taken up following action on Article 3. The
resolution was declared as carried in the affirm-
ative.
Article 19. The following resolution was offered by
John K. Graves, and moved its adoption: That
action on this article be deferred until after
one o'clock, this resolution was declared as car-
ried in the affirmative.
Article 21. The following resolution was offered by
John K. Graves, and moved its adoption: Re-
solved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meet-
ing convened that Article 21 be adopted. The
resolution was declared as carried in the affirm-
ative.
Article 22. The following resolution was approved
by John S. Ball, and moved its adoption: Re-
solved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meet-
ing convened, that action on Articles 22 and 23,
be deferred until after one o'clock, also, that
Article 22 be taken up after action on Article
23, the resolution was declared as carried in the
affirmative.
Recess declared until one o'clock in the afternoon.
Drawing of Jurors.
Meeting called to order by the Moderator at one
o'clock in the afternoon, Moderator making the state-
ment that the Selectmen and Town Clerk would pro-
ceed to draw a Grand and Petit Juror. LeRoy Kimball
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was drawn as Grand Juror and Stanley Nelson as Petit
Juror. The Moderator then proceeded to take up Arti-
cle 2, Section 1.
Article 2:
(1) The following resolution was offered by Na-
thaniel F. Davis and moved its adoption. Re-
solved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meet-
ing convened, that the sum of $3500., be and is
hereby raised and appropriated for Town Of-
ficers' Salaries, the Moderator declared the res-
olution carried in the affirmative.
(2) The following resolution was offered by John S.
Ball and moved its adoption. Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened,
that the sum of $2100., be and is hereby raised
and appropriated for Town Officers' Expenses.
James A. Weast offers the following amend-
ment, resolved that the resolution be amended
by striking out the amount of $2100. and in-
serting in place thereof the sum of $2600. so
that the same as amended shall read as follows:
The Moderator declares the amendment car-
ried in the affirmative, the Moderator then put
the resolution as amended and was by the Mod-
erator declared as carried in the affirmative.
(3) The following resolution was offered by Bert
Geer and moved its adoption. Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened,
that the sum of $225., be and is hereby raised
and appropriated for Election and Registration
Expenses, the Moderator declared the resolution
carried in the affirmative.
(4) The following resolution was offered by John
Bean and moved its adoption. Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened,
that the sum of $1100., be and is hereby raised
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and appropriated for the Expense and Care of
Town Hall, the Moderator declared the resolu-
tion carried in the affirmative.
(5) The following resolution was offered by James
A. Weast and moved its adoption. Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting con-
vened, that the sum of $700., be and is hereby
raised and appropriated for Police Department,
the Moderator declared the resolution carried
in the affirmative.
(6) The following resolution was offered by Myron
Prescott and moved its adoption. Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting con-
vened, that the sum of $50., be and is hereby
raised and appropriated for Vital Statistics, the
Moderator declared the resolution carried in
the affirmative.
(7) The following resolution was offered by Edward
Leadbeater and moved its adoption. Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting
convened, that the sum of $3750., be and is
hereby raised and appropriated for the Fire De-
partment, the Moderator declared the resolu-
tion carried in the affirmative.
(8) The following resolution was offered by John A.
Brock and moved its adoption. Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, on town meeting convened,
that the sum of $1000., be and is hereby raised
and appropriated for Cemeteries, the Moderator
declared the resolution carried in the affirm-
ative.
(9) The following resolution was offered by Mrs.
Cooley and moved its adoption. Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened,
that the sum of $4000., be and is hereby raised
and appropriated for Town Poor, the Moderator
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declared the resolution carried in the affirm-
ative.
(10) The following resolution was offered by Murray
George and moved its adoption. Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened,
that the sum of $2500., be and is hereby raised
and appropriated for Old Age Assistance, the
Moderator declared the resolution carried in
the affirmative.
(11) The following resolution was offered by Ray-
mond Barnard and moved its adoption. Re-
solved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meet-
ing convened, that the sum of $250., be and is
hereby raised and appropriated for Interest on
Notes, the Moderator declared the resolution
carried in the affirmative.
(12) The following resolution was offered by Tracy
Chellis and moved its adoption. Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened,
that the sum of $1000., be and is hereby raised
and appropriated for Insurance, the Moderator
declared the resolution carried in the affirm-
ative.
Article 3:
The following resolution was offered by John
S. Ball and moved its adoption. Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened,
that the sum of fifteen thousand ($15,000.) dol-
lars, be and is hereby raised and appropriated in
addition to the one-quarter of one percent of
the town's valuation, which is required by law.
John S. Ball offered the following amend-
ment, amend said resolution by striking out the
amount of $15,000. and inserting in place
thereof the sum of $16,500. so that the same as
amended shall read as follows:
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Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in
town meeting convened that the sum of
$16,500., be and is hereby raised and appro-
priated in addition to the one-quarter of one
percent of the town's valuation, which is re-
quired by law.
John S. Ball offers a second amendment and
moves its adoption. Amend said resolution by
striking out the amount of $16,500. and insert-
ing in place thereof the sum of $19,250, so that
the same as amended shall read as follows:
The Moderator calls for the action on the
following amendment: Resolved by the town
of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened,
that the sum of $19,250., be and is hereby
raised and appropriated in addition to the
one-quarter of one percent of the town's valu-
ation, which is required by Law. The Mod-
erator declared the second amendment car-
ried in the affirmative.
Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in town
meeting convened, that the sum of $19,250., be
and is hereby raised and appropriated in addi-
tion to the one-quarter of one percent of the
town's valuation, which is required by Law.
Article 4.
The following resolution was offered by Na-
thaniel F. Davis and moved its adoption. Re-
solved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meet-
ing convened, that the sum of thirty-five hun-
dred ($3500.) dollars, be and is hereby raised
and appropriated for General Expenses of the
Highway Department, the Moderator declared
the resolution carried in the affirmative.
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Article 5:
The following resolution was offered by John
Bean and moved its adoption. Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened,
that the sum of two thousand ($2000.) dollars,
be and is hereby raised and appropriated for
employment of a District Nurse and other
Heakh Expenses, the Moderator declared the
resolution carried in the affirmative.
Article 6:
The following resolution was offered by
Ernest A. Shepherd and moved its adoption.
Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in town
meeting convened, that the sum of fourteen hun-
dred ($1400.) dollars, be and is hereby raised
and appropriated for the support of the Concord
Hospital, the Moderator declared the resolution
carried in the affirmative.
Article 7:
The following resolution was offered by Rus-
sell Drew and moved its adoption. Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting con-
vened that the sum of four hundred ($400.), be
and is hereby raised and appropriated for the
control of White Blister Rust, the Moderator
declared the resolution carried in the affirm-
ative.
Article 8:
The following resolution was offered by
James A. Weast and moved its adoption. Re-
solved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meet-
ing convened, that the sum of thirteen hundred
($1300.) dollars, be and is hereby raised and ap-
propriated for care of Town Dumps, the Mod-
erator declared the resolution carried in the af-
firmative.
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Article 9:
The following resolution was offered by Mur-
ray George and moved its adoption. Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting con-
vened, that the sum of one thousand fifty
($1050.) dollars, be and is hereby raised and
appropriated for the support of the Hopkinton
Free Public Libraries, the Moderator declared
the resolution carried in the affirmative.
Article 10:
The following resolution was offered by
Harold Clough and moved its adoption. Re-
solved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meet-
ing convened, that the sum of two hundred
($200.) dollars, be and is hereby raised and ap-
propriated for the observance of Memorial Day,
the Moderator declared the resolution carried
in the affirmative.
Article 11:
The following resolution was offered by Wini-
fred Crory and moved its adoption. Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting con-
vened, that the sum of one hundred fifty ($150.)
dollars, be and is hereby raised and appropriated
for the observance of Old Home Day, the Mod-
erator declared the resolution carried in the af-
firmative.
Article 12:
The following resolution was offered by John
A. Brock and moved its adoption. Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting con-
vened, that the sum of five hundred ($500.) dol-
lars, be and is hereby raised and appropriated
for Civilian Defense, the Moderator declared
the resolution carried in the affirmative.
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Article 13:
The following resolution was offered by
Thomas Troxell and moved its adoption. Re-
solved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meet-
ing convened, that the sum of one hundred
fifty ($150.) dollars, be and is hereby raised and
appropriated for Legal Expenses, the Moderator
declared the resolution carried in the affirm-
ative.
Article 14:
The following resolution was offered by Ed-
ward English and moved its adoption. Re-
solved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meet-
ing convened, that the sum of three thousand
($3,000.) dollars, be and is hereby raised and
appropriated for Town Construction and Per-
manent Improvement of Roads, the Moderator
declared the resolution carried in the affirm-
ative.
Article 15:
The following resolution was offered by Spen-
cer Dodd and moved its adoption. Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting con-
vened, that the sum of twelve hundred twenty-
three and 3/100, dollars, ($1223.03), be and is
hereby raised and appropriated for town road
aid. (The State to contribute $8,153.53.), the
Moderator declared the resolution carried in
the affirmative.
Article 16:
The following resolution was offered by Clif-
ford G. Phelps and moved its adoption. Re-
solved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meet-
ing convened, that the sum of twenty-five hun-
dred ($2500.) dollars, be and is hereby raised
and appropriated for New Equipment, the Mod-
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erator declared the resolution carried in the
affirmative.
Article 17:
The following resolution was offered by John
K. Graves and moved its adoption with the fol-
lowing committee
Robert J. Prowse— One year
Richard A. Brunei— Two years
Bernard M. Reen— Three years
Frederick Auer— Four years
Robert D. Hunter— Five years
The Moderator declared the resolution car-
ried in the affirmative.
Article 18:
The following resolution was offered by James
A. Weast and moved its adoption. Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting con-
vened, that the Town oil the road from Rowells
Bridge north of the railroad crossing of the
siding of the Boston & Maine Railroad on Cle-
ment's Hill northerly to the four corners, said
portion of the road having recently been filled
in and graded, the Moderator declared the reso-
lution carried in the affirmative.
Article 19:
The following resolution was offered by Rus-
sell H. Drew and moved its adoption. Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting
convened, to instruct the Selectmen to recom-
mend to the State Highway Department the ex-
penditure of the 1951 Town Road Aid money
for reconstruction of Sugar Hill Road begin-
ning at Guimond's Corner at Route 202 and
continuing to the junction of the Bassett Mill
Road, the Moderator declared the resolution
carried in the affirmative.
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Article 22:
The following resolution was offered by
Colonel Theron Methven and moved its adop-
tion. Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in
town meeting convened, that the town of Hop-
kinton accept a plot of land on Main Street, in
the Village of Contoocook, to forever be used
for the Bates Public Library building. This plot
of land given as a memorial to the late Captain
Grovenor A. Curtice and Mrs. Augusta W. Cur-
tice, the Moderator declared the resolution car-
ried in the affirmative.
Article 23:
The following resolution was offered by
Colonel Theron Methven and moved its adop-
tion. Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in
town meeting convened, that the Town author-
ize construction and equipment of a Public Li-
brary building in the Village of Contoocook in
accordance with the terms of the last will and
testament of Richard W. Bates, using therefor
the fund with accumulated income bequeathed
by him to the Town for such purpose, and to
take all other action necessary or incidental
thereto. That the Library Building Committee
consist of the Board of Library Trustees, Trus-
tees of Trust Funds and the Board of Selectmen,
the Moderator declared the resolution carried
in the affirmative.
Article 24:
The following resolution was offered by John
S. Ball and moved its adoption. Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened,
to accept the sum of $16,312.68 from the Estate
of Mary L. Flanders, the sum to be held in strict
trust by the Trustees of Trust Funds of the
Town, the income only to be expended for the
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benefit of the native worthy poor of Hopkinton,
the Moderator declared the resolution carried
in the affirmative.
Article 25:
The following resolution was offered by John
A. Brock and moved its adoption. Resolved by
the Town of Hopkinton, in town meeting con-
vened, that the following Cemetery Trust Funds
be accepted, the income to be used as directed
subject to provisions adopted at the Town Meet-
ing of March 10, 1925:
(a) The sum of $200. from the Robert J. Graves
Estate for the care of the Robert J. Graves
lot in Hopkinton New Cemetery.
(b) The sum of $200. from Roy O. Bartlett for
the care of the Roy O. Bartlett lot in Con-
toocook Cemetery.
The Moderator declared the resolution car-
ried in the affirmative.
Article 26:
The following resolution was offered by J. H.
Young and moved its adoption. Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened,
that the Selectmen be authorized to borrow
money in anticipation of the 1951 Tax Levy,
the Moderator declared the resolution carried
in the affirmative.
Article 27:
The following resolution was offered by John
K. Graves and moved its adoption. Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting con-
vened, that the reports of the Town Officers,
Library Trustees and Committees as printed in
the Town Reports be accepted and adopted,
subject to typographical errors, the Moderator
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declared the resolution carried in the affirm-
ative.
Article 28:
The following resolution was offered by James
A. Weast and moved its adoption. Moved, that
beginning with the year 1952 and each two
years thereafter, a list of all taxable property in
Town, the assessed valuations and taxes assessed
against the same, be printed in the Town Re-
port, the Moderator declared the resolution car-
ried in the affirmative.
Edward C. Leadbeater oflEered the following
resolution and moved its adoption. Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting con-
vened, that the Clerk's minutes of this meeting
and future Town Meetings, be printed in the
Town Report, the Moderator declared the reso-
lution carried in the affirmative.
The polls were closed at six o'clock. Ballots were
counted after having had supper at seven o'clock.
Total number of names on check list— 1324
Total number of ballots given— 663
For Selectman for Three Years
Joseph Young — ]
Earl Rice — 1
Dana L. Sweatt — 191
Frank M. Kimball — 427
For Town Clerk
Joseph Young — 1
Spencer S. Dodd — 2
Arthur C. Huntoon — 550
For Town Treasurer
Bert L. Geer — 226
Lewis A. Nelson — 394
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For Tax Collector
John Leighton — 1
Helen Barnard — 1
Bert Geer — 2
Walter Martin — 2
Marion M. MacLean— 300
Spencer S. Dodd — 337
Highway Agent, Contoocook Div.
Irl Young — 4
Robert J. Duclose — 219
Ernest S. Archibald — 398
Hopkinton Division
O. D. Hopkins — 1
Bernard Foster — 530
Constable
Jim Howley — 1
Myron Hoyt — 1
Edward Leadbeater — 1
John Kirk — 2
Walter G. Crory — 565
Overseer of the Poor
Olive M. Cooley — 552
Trustees of Trust Funds for Three Years
Raeline Clough — 1
Norman Hoffman — 1
Marion Sweatt — 1
Jessie H. Brown — 519
Library Trustees for Three Years
Nettie C. Marshall — 204
Helen L. Barnard — 328
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Auditors
Norman Hoffman 1
Charles Van Dyke 1
John K. Graves 498
Chapin Hoskins 435
Thomas A. Koons 448
An Act Relating to Beano .
Yes — 268 No — 230
The Moderator declared the following elected:
Frank M. Kimball — Selectman for Three Years
Arthur C. Huntoon— Town Clerk
Lewis A. Nelson — Town Treasurer
Spencer S. Dodd — Tax Collector
Ernest S. Archibald — High. Agent, Contoocook Div.
Bernard Foster — High. Agent, Hopkinton Div.
Walter G. Crory — Constable
Olive M. Cooley — Overseer of Poor
Jessie H. Brown — Trustee of Trust Funds for
Three Years
Helen L. Barnard — Library Trustee for Three Yrs.
John K. Graves )
Chapin Hoskins )— Auditors
Thomas A. Koons)




A true record "Attest"
ARTHUR C. HUNTOON
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REPORT OF THE HIGHWAY COMMITTEE
1
.
In Town Meeting last March the citizens of Hop-
kinton voted that a committee of five members be ap-
pointed to advise the Selectmen on matters pertaining
to the Town highways, to draw up a long term plan
for the improvement of the Town road system, to make
a survey of the roads of the Town, and to report once a
year on the progress made. Submitted herewith is the
first Annual Report of the Town Highway Committee.
2. The Committee first reviewed the State's laws
pertaining to Town highways, as some of these laws
have been recently amended.
The method of laying out highways and the responsi-
bility for their maintenance and repair is clearly de-
fined by State laws. The most important of these to
us are the sections defining maintenance responsibility
and the forms of State aid available to towns.
In Hopkinton the State is responsible for the con-
struction and maintenance of all of Routes 9, 103, 127
and the unnumbered secondary routes around Dimond
Hill and the Jewett Road to Dunbarton. All the other
public highways, totalling 78.7 miles in length, are the
Town's responsibility. This includes raising funds for
the repair of highways, keeping the highways in suitable
condition for travel thereon, and the liability for dam-
ages under certain conditions. The law requires the
Town to raise one quarter of one per cent annually of
the Town's valuation for the repair of highways (in
Hopkinton this amounts to about $5,900.00), but adds
a provision that the Town does not have to raise more
than $50.00 per mile which amounts to about $4,000.00.
Most towns usually raise considerable more than re-
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quired by this law. This section of the law further states
that the money so raised shall be expended by the High-
way Agents under the direction of the Town's Select-
men.
Of most importance to us, Town Road Aid is for the
permanent improvement or construction of Class V
highways, the State placing major emphasis on the use
of these funds to improve school bus and rural mail
delivery routes. The Selectmen apply for the improve-
ment of certain sections of highway, these applications
are reviewed by the State and approved or rejected. If
approved the work is done under State supervision.
This year the State apportionment for Hopkinton is
$8,152.25 and the Town must match this money with
15% or $1,222.84. The Town is not affected by State
Aid Construction Funds nor State Bridge Aid because
all Class II highways in the Town have been improved
and there are no unbuilt Class II bridges. The Town is
eligible for aid on Class V bridges of over 10 foot span
when it becomes necessary to rebuild them. With our
valuation of $2,374,779.00 the State would pay 40% of
the cost up to $15,000.00 and the Town the remaining
cost. In this classification are the Tyler Bridge, the
Blackwater Bridge, and the covered bridge in West
Hopkinton.
The State law also says that upon the application of
any town the Highway Commissioner may furnish to
it, free of charge, the services of an engineer for the
purpose of consultation and advice on matters pertain-
ing to highways.
3. This first year the Committee has completed an
inventory of all the town roads. The Town presently
has a highway system exclusive of highways included in















Graded and drained earth
Unimproved
Primitive
and Class VI (maintenance
not required) 1.60
The enclosed maps show the various town roads mak-
ing up the town system, and also show the RFD routes
and the school bus routes. The Committee has been
over all the roads shown on the maps to evaluate their
present condition and to estimate future maintenance
work or improvements that should be carried out.
4. The Committee has started but not completed a
study to determine what amount of money the Town
should reasonably expect to spend each year to secure
adequate maintenance of the existing road net and to
insure an orderly and logical improvement of the town
roads to higher standards as the development of traffic
and population demands. With only 17% of the town
road system black topped now, maintenance costs are
high and the improvements which seem warranted are
numerous. It is interesting to note that in 1949 twenty-
five towns in New Hampshire of approximately the same
assessed valuation as Hopkinton spent an average total
of $418.53 per mile on their roads. Hopkinton spent in
1949 an average of $321.93 per mile. However, the 25
towns averaged 41.78 miles of Class V roads each, while
Hopkinton has 78.70 miles. Also, on a State-wide basis
about 35% of local rural roads are unsurfaced at pres-
ent, while in Hopkinton 30% of the town roads have
neither a gravel nor a tar surface.
5. The Committee was called upon several times to
advise the Town Selectmen concerning highway main-
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tenance and reconstruction problems of unusual diffi-
culty. The question of what to do with the floating road
into Camp Merrimack was one of these. The State's
Department of Public Works and Highways Soil Engi-
neer was called in to take soundings, and after consid-
ering all available information the Committee decided
that there appeared to be a reasonable chance to get
some return from the money previously invested in this
road by the Town. The improvement has cost consider-
able more money than was at first estimated, but we feel
it is still the cheapest method of getting a satisfactory
road into Camp Merrimack, and it should provide for
future traffic needs around the pond in a better manner
than any other solution that appeared practical.
In 1952 the Committee plans to complete its budget
studies and to be able to recommend a figure for annual
expenditure reasonable to the Town's needs and re-
sources. Then the following step will be to work out a
list of betterments and improvements to be carried out
on a priority basis within the funds available.
6. The Commitee submits the following recom-
mendations for the current year:
1. For 1952 Construction using Town Road Aid
and Town Construction Funds:
A. Briar Hill Road, (Hopkinton Village to
Tyler) approximately 0.6 miles of uncom-
pleted road.
1. Replace 1 plank culvert with a RCP
or CM. Pipe culvert.
2. Extend 2 stone boxes with R.C. Pipe.
3. Widen and regrade as necessary.
4. Construct ditches and shoulders.
5. Construct 12'' Gravel Course, Com-
pact and apply Bituminous Surface
treatment.
(Estimated cost $3,600).
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B. Farringtons Corner Road, approximately 1.6
miles of uncompleted road.
1. Construct necessary drainage struc-
tures.
2. Construct ditches and shoulders.
3. Reshape and construct 6'' Gravel
Course and compact.
4. Apply Bituminous Surface treatment.
(Estimated cost $5,000.00).
C. Straw Road, approximately 0.7 miles of un-
improved road extending south from Route
202.
1. Construct necessary drainage struc-
tures.
2. Widen, grade and shape.
3. Construct ditches and shoulders.
4. Reshape and construct 12'' Gravel
Course and compact. No Bituminous
Surface treatment.
(Estimated cost $3,700.00).
Total estimated cost of new construction for
1952— $12,300 for 2.9 miles.
2. Annual Town Report
That a new form of reporting highway ex-
penditures in the Town Report be adopted.





E. Mileage of road improved or other type
of work done.
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3. Planned Maintenance Work
That improved methods of overall mainte-
nance to put into effect to cover the following:
A. Drainage:
A definite plan for the construction
of culverts and ditches on all roads and
for the elimination of the condition
whereby many of our roads act as
ditches.
B. Betterments:
A definite plan for the elimination
of major mud holes on all roads by
immediate draining, filling and gravel-
ing.
C. Grading:
A definite plan for the improvement
of all unsurfaced roads by more effec-
tive use of power graders, several times
a year. Many miles of dirt roads need
to be built up to shed surface water.
D. Stabilization:
The use of Calcium Chloride as a
low cost method of stabilizing untreat-
ed gravel roads be investigated.
E. Widening:
A definite plan for the elimination
of very narrow sections on all school
bus routes for safety and snow storage.
4. Classification of Town Roads
That a Town Highway System be set up and
adopted consisting of three (3) groups.
A. CLASS I— Those most used roads
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leading to the centers of population.
(These roads usually connect with
State Highways (Primary and Second-
ary).
Type: Surface Treated Gravel.
B. CLASS II— Those roads which pro-
vide outlet for farms and dwelling sit-
uated adjacent to them. In general
these roads will serve, primarily the
people residing on them, and will have
little or no through traffic.
Type: Gravel or Surface Treated
Gravel if traffic warrants.
C. CLASS III— Those roads which pro-
vide access to farm lands, pastures, and
woodlands, but do not serve as direct
outlets for farms or dwellings.
Type: Dirt, graded and drained.
Respectfully submitted,
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TOWN WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
(L. S.)
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Hopkinton in the
County of Merrimack in said State, qualified to
vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Town Hall in said
Hopkinton on Tuesday, the eleventh day of March,
next at nine of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary
to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make
appropriations of the same.
(1) Town Officers' Salaries
(2) Town Officers' Expenses
(3) Election and Registration






( 1 0) Old Age Assistance
(11) Interest on Notes
(12) Insurance
3. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the repairs of highways and
bridges.
4. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
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raise and appropriate for the general expense of High-
way Department and Street Lighting.
5. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for employment of a District
Nurse and other health expenses.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $400.00 for the control of White Pine
Blister Rust. (No amount recommended by the Budget
Committee).
8. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the Care of Town Dumps.
9. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the support of the Hopkin-
ton Free Public Libraries.
10. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the observance of Me-
morial Day.
11. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the observance of Old Home
Day.
12. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for Civilian Defense.
13. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for Legal Expenses.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $3000.00 for Town Construction and
permanent improvement of roads.
15. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for Town Road Aid.
16. To see what sum of money the Town will ap-
propriate out of unexpended appropriations for repairs
and supplies for the Tyler bridge. (Recommended by
the Budget Committee).
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17. To see if the Town will vote to accept the re-
port of the Road Planning Committee and to require
that the recommendations of the Committee as laid
out for the fiscal year 1952-'53 be carried out in the year
1952-'53. (Submitted by Petition).
18. To see if the Town will vote to recommend the
use of the 1952 Town Road Aid money for reconstruc-
tion of Gould Hill Road from Putnam's corner to its
junction with the Penacook Road. (Submitted by Peti-
tion).
19. To see if the Town will vote to recommend us-
ing part of the 1952 Town Road Aid money to finish
and oil the Sugar Hill Road from U. S. Route 202 at
Guimond's Corner through to the Bassett Mill Road.
(Submitted by Petition).
20. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate to blacktop a strip of road on
Kast Hill between the Raymond place and the Hen-
niker Town line, about one-half mile. (Submitted by




To see if the Town will vote to adopt a plan for
extending to employees of the town the benefits of title
II of the Federal Social Security act (Old age and Sur-
vivor's Insurance) as authorized by Chapter 234 of the
Laws of 1951 and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$200.00 to defray the town's share of the cost thereof.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee).
22. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to execute on behalf of the town the necessary
agreement with the State of New Hampshire to carry
into effect the plan and to see if the town will designate
the Town Treasurer as the Officer to be responsible for
the administration of the plan.
23. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the fol-
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lowing recommendations submitted by the Town audi-
tors.
1. That separate warrants be issued to the Tax Collector
by the Selectmen for property and yield taxes, poll taxes
and head taxes.
2. That delinquent poll taxes have a 20c penalty in lieu of
interest added after October 1st.
3. That the residents of the Town of Hopkinton be re-
quested to notify the Selectmen of the number of shares
of National Bank Stock owned by them within the State
of New Hampshire to facilitate the addition to the tax
warrant of assessment against these banks in order that
this tax may be received by the Town of Hopkinton
rather than by other communties of which these stock-
holders were former residents.
4. That all money in payment for cemetery lots pass
through the Town Clerk, to be recorded by him, and
turned over to the Trustees of Trust Funds through the
Town Treasurer.
5. That all money in payment for perpetual care pass di-
rectly to the Trustees of Trust Funds, to be recorded
and accounted for by them.
6. That the recent provisions enacted by the State Legisla-
ture pertaining to the consolidation of Trust Funds be
taken advantage of, with the monies of the various funds
being consolidated but the identity of the funds being
maintained.
24. To see if the Town will vote to ask the N. H.
State Tax Commission to do a complete revaluation and
reassessment of taxable properties in Hopkinton. (Sub-
mitted by Petition).
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $1500.00 to pay for the revaluation
and reassessment of taxable properties to be done by the
N. H. State Tax Commission. (Submitted by Petition
without the recommendation of the Budget Commit-
tee).
26. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum
of $200.00 from the Estate of John Prescott Kimball,
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the income to be used for the Hopkinton Village Public
Library.
27. To see if the Town will vote to accept the fol-
lowing Cemetery Trust Funds, the income to be used
as directed subject to the provisions adopted at the
Town meeting of March 10th, 1925.
The sum of $150.00 from the Estate of George M. Putnam
for the care of the Samuel Eastman lot in the Old Hopkin-
ton Village Cemetery.
The sum of $150.00 from the Estate of George M. Putnam
for the care of the George W. Jackman lot in the Contoo-
cook Cemetery.
The sum of $150.00 from the Estate of George M. Putnam
for the care of the Jonathan G. Eastman lot in the Contoo-
cook Cemetery.
The sum of $200.00 from Ethelyn S. Fuller for the care of
the D. Jay Fuller lot in Contoocook Cemetery.
The sum of $150.00 from F. G. Straw and H. T. Skelley for
the care of the Straw-Skelley lot in Contoocook Cemetery.
The sum of $500.00 from the Estate of John Prescott Kim-
ball for the care of the John Prescott Kimball lot in the
Old Hopkinton Village Cemetery.
The sum of $200.00 from the Estate of Ida M. Brown for
the care of the Reuben B., Oilman D., and Harold E. Brown
lot in Contoocook Cemetery.
The sum of $150.00 from Susie M. Dockham for the care
of the John M. Hiland lot in the Contoocook Cemetery.
28. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum
of $50.00 from the Estate of George M. Putnam to go
to the Putnam Cemetery Fund, for the benefit of the
Cemetery located on the farm of the late Charles R.
Putnam in said Hopkinton.
29. To choose Delegates to the National Conven-
tions.
30. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Se-
lectmen to borrow money in anticipation of the 1952
Tax levy. •
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31. To act on reports of Town Officers, Library
Trustees and Committees for 1951.
32. To hear and transact any other business that
may properly come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-first day
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $11,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 1,500.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment 1,500.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 10,000.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 1,800.00
Equipment 10,000.00
Schools, Lands and Buildings 50,350.00
Equipment 9,500.00
All Lands and Buildings acquired through
Tax Collector's deeds
Sprout Land near New Road 50.00
20 Acre Meadow 50.00
40 Acre Jewett Pasture Hopkinton-
Weare Line 300.00
72 Acre Holmes Pasture 400.00
Moss Wood Lot 175.00
Total $96,625.00
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the En-
Compared








Interest and Dividends Tax $9,000.00 $8,237.16 $7,000.00
Railroad Tax 125.00 126.89 125.00
Savings Bank Tax 500.00 616.29 600.00
Reimbursement a /c State and Fed-
eral forest lands 45.00 45.00 50.00
Reimbursement a/c Exemption of
Growing Wood and Timber .... 1,354.05 2,146.01 1,600.00
For Fighting Forest Fires 31.10
Reimbursement a/c Old Age As-
sistance 163.84
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses 500.00 539.20 500.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Fil-
ing Fees 35.00 34.50 35.00
Rent of Town Hall and Other
Buildings 150.00 122.50 125.00
Interest Received on Taxes and De-
posits 15.00 146.44 50.00
Income from Trust Funds 40.00 56.28 50.00
Refund from Insurance 250.91 175.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 7,000.00 7,299.06 7,000.00
Sale of Town Property (Pipe) 94.08
From. Local Taxes Other Than Prop-
erty Taxes:
PoU Taxes—Regular at $2 1,800.00 1,676.00 1,600.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 65.50 68.50 68.00
Total Revenues From All Sources Ex-
cept Property Taxes $20,629.55 $21,653.76 $18,978.00
AMT TO BE RAISED BY PROP.
TAXES 36,065.34
TOTAL REVENUES $55,043.34
•Total estimated "Revenues from all sources except Property Taxes" deducted from Total
"Appropriations recommended by Budget Committee should give estimated "Amount to be
raised by Property Taxes."
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OF HOPKINTON
suing Year January 1, 1952 to December 31, 1952
with




















Election and Registration Expenses.
Expenses — Revaluation
Expenses Town Hall and Other
Town Bldgs








Health Department, Incl. Hospitals
Vital Statistics



















Damages and Legal Expenses, Incl.
Dog Damage




On Long Term Notes





Payment on Principal of Debt:
Long Term Notes
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Assets
Cash:
In hands of treasurer
BALANCE
$19,531.00
Accounts Due to the Town—
Due from State:
Joint Highway Construction Ac-
counts, Unexpended Balance in
State Treasury






















Net Surplus, Dec. 31, 1950
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SHEET
Liabilities
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Bills outstanding:
Spencer S. Dodd, Commission on
Head taxes $ 95.80
Unexpended Balances of Spec. App.:
Balance Park Appropriation 255.00
Balance Cemetery Appropriation 434.14






Due to School Districts:
Balance of Appropriation 8,500.00
State and Town Joint Highway Constr.
Accounts:
Unexpended bal. in State Treasury 228.91
Long Term Notes Outstanding:
Due 1952 Tank Truck 500.00
Total Liabilities $15,438.05
Excess of assets over liabilities (Surplus) 12,161.66
Grand Total $27,599.71
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Property Taxes, Cur. Year $134,292.31
Poll Taxes, Current Year,
Regular @ $2 1,676.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 68.50
Yield Taxes 2,146.01
State Head Taxes @ $5 5,095.00
Total Current Year's Taxes
collected and remitted $143,277.82




Interest received on Taxes 146.44
Penalties on State Head Taxes 10.00
Tax sales redeemed 309.90
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Town officers' salaries $3,104.00
Town officers' expenses 1,974.49
Election and registration
expenses 208.70
Expenses town hall and other
town buildings 950.67











Town dumps and garbage
removal 1,307.40
Highways and Bridges:
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Receipts—Continued
From State:
Interest and dividend tax 8,237.16
Railroad Tax 126.89
Savings Bank Tax and Building and
Loan Association Tax 616.29
Reimbursement a/c State and Federal
forest lands 45.00
Reimbursement a/c Exemption of
Growing Wood and Timber 1,354.05
Fighting forest fires 31.10
Reimbursement a/c Old Age Asst. 163.84
From County:
For support of poor and aid furnished
soldiers 69.91
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Dog licenses 539.20
Business licenses, permits and filing fees 34.50
Rent of town property 122.50
Income from trust funds 56.28
Registration of motor vehicles, 1951
Permits 7,299.06
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Payments—Continued
Public Welfare:




Memorial Day and Veteran's
Associations 200.00
Recreation:





Damages and legal expenses 40.00
Civilian Defense 253.24
Taxes bought by town 247.02
Discounts, Abatements and
Refunds 1,736.08
Total Cur. Maintenance Expenses $2,236.34
Interest:
Paid on temporary loans in
anticipation of taxes $273.34
Paid on long term notes 25.00
Total Interest Payments 298.34
Outlay for New Construction, Equip-
ment and Permanent Improve-
ments:
Highways and Bridges— Town
construction $3,373.15
New equip.—Highway 2,484.00
Total Outlay Payments 5,857.15
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Receipts—Concluded
Receipts Other than Current Revenue:
Temporary loans in anticipation of
taxes during year 45,000.00
Insurance adjustments 250.91
Sale of town property 94.08
Total Receipts Other than Cur. Rev. $ 45,344.99
Total Receipts from All Sources $213,900.70
Cash on hand January 1, 1951 6,980.62
Grand Total $220,881.32
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Payments—Concluded
Indebtedness:
Payments on temporary loans
in anticipation of taxes $45,000.00
Payments on long term notes 500.00
Total Indebtedness Payments $45,500.00
Payments to Other Govern-
mental Divisions:
Taxes paid to County $14,052.92
Payments to Precincts 6,900.00




Total Payments to Other
Governmental Divisions 95,814.17
Total Payments for all Purposes $201,349.93
Cash on hand December 31, 1951 19,531.39
Grand Total $220,881.32
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Lands and Buildings (Exclusive of Grow-





Other Neat Stock— 47





Gasoline Pumps and Tanks
Stock in Trade
Mills and Machinery
Total Gross Valuation Before Exemp-
tions Allowed
Less: Soldiers' Exemptions and Exemp-
tions To Blind
Net Valuation On Which Tax Rate Is
Computed
Amount of property valuation exempted
to veterans
Amount of property valuation exempted
to blind
Number of inventories distributed
Number of inventories returned
Number of veterans who received property
exemption
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND
TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE TAX YEAR 1951
Appropriations:
Town Officers' Salaries $3,500.00
Town Officers' Expenses 2,600.00
Election and Registration Expenses 225.00
Town Hall and Buildings 1,100.00
Police Department 700.00
Fire Department 3,750.00
Blister Rust— Moth Extermination 400.00
Health Department 2,000.00
Hospitals, Clinics and Health Centers 1,400.00
Vital Statistics 50.00
Town Road Aid 1,223.03
Town Maintenance 24,970.00
Care of Town Dumps 1,300.00
Town Construction 3,000.00
Insurance 1,000.00
General Expenses of Highway Depart. 3,500.00
New Equipment 2,500.00
Libraries 1,050.00
Old Age Assistance 2,500.00
Town Poor 4,000.00
Memorial Day and Veteran's Assocs. 200.00
Parks and Playgrounds Inc. Band Con. 150.00
Cemeteries 1,000.00
Civilian Defense 500.00
Damages and Legal Expense 150.00
Interest 250.00
Payments on Principal of Debt 500.00
County Tax 14,052.92
School Tax 74,861.25
Total Town and School Appropriations $152,432.20
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Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits:
Interest and Dividend Tax $8,237.16
Railroad Tax 125.00
Savings Bank Tax 500.00
Reimbursement a/c State and
Federal Lands 45.00
Reimbursement a/c Exemption
of Growing Wood and Tim-
ber 1,674.25
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 7,000.00
Dog Licenses 500.00
Business Licenses and Permits 35.00
Rent of Town Property 150.00
Interest Received on Taxes 15.00
Total Revenues and Credits $18,281.41
$134,150.79
Plus Overlay 1,440.52
Net Amount to be raised by Taxation $135,591.31
Less: 892 Poll Taxes @ $2.00 $1,784.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 68.50
1,852.50
Amount to be raised by property taxes on
which tax rate is to be figured $133,738.81
Taxes to be Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $133,738.81
Poll Taxes at $2.00 1,784.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 68.50
Precinct Taxes 6,956.42
Total Taxes to be Committed $142,547.73





Name Valuation Taxes Rate
Contoocook $854,605 $5,554.93 $ .65
Hopkinton $209,177 $1,401.49 $ .67
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIA-
TIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Appro. Expend.
Town Officers' Salaries $3,500.00 $3,104.49
Town Officers' Expense 2,600.00 1,974.49
Election and Registration 225.00 208.70
Expense and Care of Town Hall 1 , 1 00.00 950.67
Police Department 700.00 686.78
Fire Department 3,750.00 2,487.61
Blister Rust Control 400.00
Bounties 36.25
Health Department 2,000.00 2,040.00
Concord Hospital 1,400.00 1,400.00
Vital Statistics 50.00 56.25
Town Road Aid 1,223.03 1,223.03
Repairs to Highways and Bridges
Including Town Oiling 24,970.00 24,433.36
Care of Town Dumps 1,300.00 1,307.40
Town Construction 3,000.00 3,373.15
Insurance 1,000.00 1,252.59
General Expense Highway Dept. 3,500.00 3,563.38
New Equipment 2,500.00 2,484.00
Libraries 1,050.00 1,050.00
Old Age Assistance 2,500.00 2,307.58
Town Poor 4,000.00 2,023.12
Observance Memorial Day 200.00 200.00
Old Home Day 150.00 150.00
Civilian Defense 500.00 253.24
Cemeteries 1,000.00 1,048.81
Damages and Legal Expenses 150.00 40.00




Damage by Dogs 40.00
County Poor 59.91
Payment on Temporary loan 45,000.00
Payment on Long term note 500.00 500.00
County Tax 14,052.92 14,052.92
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TREASURER'S REPORT
L. A. Nelson, Treasurer, in account with the Town
of Hopkinton
Receipts
Balance at time of settlement Dec. 31, 1950 $6,980.62
State Treasurer, public land tax 45.00
State Treasurer, wood and timber tax 1,354.05
State Treasurer, refund old age assistance 163.84
J. C. Leighton, 1950 tax levy 5,302.27
Olive M. Cooley, County aid 69.91
J. C. Leighton, redeemed taxes 105.53
A. C. Huntoon, auto permits 7,299.06
A. C. Huntoon, filing fees 18.00
J. C. Leighton, wood and timber yield tax 8.42
Selectmen, refund A. C. Huntoon, Inc." 250.91
First National Bank, temporary loans 45,000.00
Selectmen, H. C. Kimball back pumps 60.72
State Treasurer, interest and dividend tax 8,237.16
Selectmen, sale culvert 33.36
Selectmen, beano license 10.00
A. C. Huntoon, dog license 539.20
Selectmen, Trustees of trust funds 56.28
State Treasurer, savings bank tax 616.29
State Treasurer, Railroad tax 126.89
Spencer S. Dodd, 1950 tax levy 930.03
Spencer S. Dodd, wood and timber yield tax 2,126.01
Spencer S. Dodd, 1951 head tax 5,105.00
Spencer S. Dodd, National Bank stock tax 68.50
Spencer S. Dodd, redeemed taxes 204.37
Spencer S. Dodd, 1951 tax levy 136,009.80
State Treasurer, forest fire bills 31.10
Selectmen, rent of Town hall 122.50
Selectmen, pistol permits 6.50
$220,881.32
Paid orders of Selectmen 201,349.93
Balance $19,531.39
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AUDITORS' REPORT
We hereby certify that we have examined the ac-
counts of L. A. Nelson, Treasurer, and find the same





Hopkinton, N. H., Jan. 4, 1952
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT FOR 1951
Receipts
Received:
From Sale of Auto Permits $7,299.06
From Sale of Cemetery lots 500.00
Sums for Perpetual care Ceme-
tery lots 550.00
From Sale of Dog licenses 630.00
From Filing Fees 18.00
For Return of Vital Statistics 6.25
For Cash paid out for postage,
telephone and supplies 36.57
Disbursements
Paid:
L. A. Nelson, Treasurer $7,856.26
Trustees of Trust Funds 1,050.00
Return of Vital Statistics 6.25
Recording Dog licenses 51.80
Postage, telephone and supplies 39.57


























Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal




Interest and Costs of Tax Sale 67.17
$5,310.69
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AUDITORS' REPORT
We have examined the accounts of the Tax Collector
and have found them to be properly cast.
T. A. KOONS
JOHN K. GRAVES
March 23, 1951 Auditors
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS AS
OF MARCH 13 1951
Dr,
Tax Sales of Account of Levies of:
1950 1949 1948
Tax Sales to Town during current
fiscal year none
Balance of unredeemed taxes $342.15 $46.96
Interest collected after sale and Re-
demption Costs 2.65 2.37
TOTAL DEBITS none $345.10 $49.33
Cr,
Remittances to Treasurer during year
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UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX SALES
LEVIES OF:
1949










We have examined the accounts of the Tax Collector
and have found them to be properly cast.
T. A. KOONS
JOHN K. GRAVES
March 23, 1951 Auditors
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Summary of Warrant
Property, Poll and Yield Taxes
Levy of 1950
Dr.





Added Poll Taxes 18.00
Interest Collected During Fiscal
Year, Ended December 31, 1951 57.78
TOTAL DEBITS $930.03
Cr.
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal




Interest Collected during year 57.78
TOTAL CREDITS $930.03
AUDITORS' REPORT
We have examined the accounts of the Tax Collector




January 17, 1952 Auditors
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Summary of Warrant
Property, Poll and Yield Taxes
Levy of 1951
Dr.
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $140,698.99













National Bank Stock Taxes 68.50
Yield Taxes 2,146.01
Interest Collected 21.49





Less Overpayment—Concord Lumber Co. 3.12
Total Credits $145,111.13
















Uncollected Head Taxes as per
Collector's List 430.00
Total Credits $5,535.00
We have examined the accounts of the Tax Collector




January 17, 1952 Auditors
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1951
JDr.
Tax Sale on Account of Levies of:
1950 1949
Taxes Sold to Town During Current
Fiscal Year $247.02
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes as of
March 28, 1951 $288.90
Interest Collected After Sale 1.50 12.81
Redemption Costs
TOTAL DEBITS $248.52 $301.71
Cr.
Remittances to Treasurer During Year $81.57 $122.80
Abatements
Deeded to Town
Unredeemed Taxes at Close of Year 166.95 178.91
$248.52 $301.71
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UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX SALES
ON ACCOUNT OF LEVIES OF:
1950 1949
Corinne Hanson $34.66 $16.64
Willard Miller 101.20 100.33
Eva C. Tucker Estate 6.50
Perley L. White 8.75
George White 15.84
Hosea Corliss 39.14
John and Dorothy Falvey 22.80
$166.95 $178.91
I hereby certify that the above list showing the name
and amount due from each delinquent taxpayer as of
December 31, 1951, on account of the tax levies of 1949





We have examined the accounts of the following
town officers and find them correctly cast and properly
vouched: Selectmen, Town Treasurer, Town Clerk,
Tax Collector's, Overseer of the Poor, Highway Agents,
Trustees of Trust Funds, Library Trustees and Treas-





Hopkinton, N. H., Jan. 1952
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
Detail No. 1—Town Officers' Salaries
Wendell A. Clough $500.00
Joseph H. Young 774.00
Frank M. Kimball 500.00
Lewis A. Nelson 250.00
Spencer S. Dodd 510.00
A. C. Huntoon 150.00
Clyde Davis 100.00
Olive M. Cooley 300.00
W. Scott Callahan 10.00
Thomas A. Koons 10.00
Total $3,104.00
Detail No. 2—Town Officers' Expenses
Evans Printing Co., Printing Town Reports $599.25
Edson C. Eastman Co., Inc., Supplies 15.21
Branham Printing Co., Supplies 5.12
Association of N. H. Assessors, Dues 2.00
Brown & Saltmarsh, Supplies 44.77
Katherine Crowley, Conveyances, etc. 53.33
A. C. Huntoon, Inc., Town Officers* Bonds 155.00
Vira Holmes, Filing Returns 1.40
John C. Leighton, Postage and Expenses 46.25
Sargent Brothers, Printing Tax Bills 20.55
Spencer S. Dodd, Postage and Expenses 43.64
L. A. Nelson, Postage and Expenses 19.64
N. H. Tax Collectors' Association, Dues 3.00
Jessie Brown, Typing . 14.75
Thomas A. Koons, Expenses 4.50
Wheeler & Clark, Supplies 11.40
A. C. Huntoon, Fees and Expenses 657.29
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Edward T. Flanagan, Filing Return .10
N. H. Historical Society, Storage of Records 5.00
Olive M. Cooley, Postage and Expenses 8.00
Katherine Clough, Writing Inventory Book 25.00
Wendell A. Clough, Mileage and Expenses 58.70
Frank M. Kimball, Mileage and Expenses 85.75
Joseph H. Young, Mileage and Expenses 94.84
Total $1,974.49
Detail No. 3—Election and Registration
Eleanor Moran, Ballot Clerk $21.00
Gordon Hammond, Ballot Clerk 20.50
Evans Printing Co., Printing and Supplies 29.75
Raymond Barnard, Supervisor and Supplies 25.00
E. G. Danforth, Supervisor 22.00
Hiram Conant, Supervisor 22.00
Elizabeth Brunei, Typing 12.00
Edson C. Eastman Co., Supplies 14.70
Clyde Davis, Assisting Moderator 12.00
Katherine Brown, Ballot Clerk 9.75
L. A. Nelson, Moderator 10.00
Methodist Church, Rent of P. A. System 10.00
Total $208.70
Detail No. 4—Town Hall
H. L. Holmes & Son, Fuel Oil $170.30
W. A. Libby, Painting 12.50
Hopkinton Telephone Co., Telephone 5.87
Public Service Co. of N. H., Lights 68.49
Thomas A. Koons, Treas., Water Rent 2 Yrs. 40.00
Alfred Chandler, Repairs 5.00
Thompson & Hoague Co., Supplies 1.80
W. T. Bailey, New Roof and Repairs 437.00
Frank F. Hoyt, Supplies and Repairs 39.40
Harold Eastman, Supplies 21.00
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T. C. Metro, Supplies 13.07
James Mills, Janitor and Expenses 129.64
Superior Electric Co., Supplies 6.60
Total $950.67
Detail No. 5—Police Department
Walter Crory, Chief $278.02
John Moran, Services 123.00
Maurice Hoyt, Services 119.50
Ernest Archibald, Services 39.00
Tracy Chellis, Services 72.00
Ralph Harper, Services 55.26
Total $686.78
Detail No. 6—Fire Department
American Fire Equipment Co., Hose and
Supplies 1,469.23
Harold R. Clough, Fuel Oil 173.25
Reddy's Market, Supplies 4.95
Thompson & Hoague Co., Supplies 4.20
Manchester Oxygen Co., Supplies 6.50
Sanel Auto Parts, Supplies 19.01
Fitch Murray Co., Acid 3.50
Contoocook Garage, Gas, Oil and Supplies 71.01
Herbert S. Billings, Cash paid out 3.81
Irl Young, Towing Truck 3.00
Kingsbury & Davis Co., Payroll 62.19
H. L. Holmes & Son, Fuel Oil 203.74
Murray George, Repairing Siren 6.25
Ernest Archibald, Forest Fire Payroll 63.10
T. C. Metro, Supplies 11.15
James Weast, Treas., Payroll 301.00
Sudbury Laboratory Co., Supplies 21.00
Forestry Sc Recreation Dept., Back Pumps 60.72
Total $2,487.61
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Detail No. 7—Bounties
Wendell A. Clough $18.00
Joseph H. Young 18.25
Total $36.25
Detail No. 8—Damage By Dogs
James Locke, Damage to Sheep $40.00
Detail No. 9—Health Department
Ida B. Koons, Treas., Appropriation $2,000.00
J. Howard Lightfoot, M.D., Health Officer 40.00
Total $2,040.00
Detail No. 10—Hospitals
Frank J. Sulloway, Treas., Appropriation $1,400.00
Detail No. 11—Vital Statistics
A. C. Huntoon, Fees and Expenses $56.25
Detail No. 12—Town Oiling
Ernest S. Archibald, Payrolls $1,176.20
Bernard Foster, Payrolls 551.28
Treas. State of N. H., Asphalt 1,863.13
Total $3,590.61
Detail No. 13—Highway Maintenance
Ernest S. Archibald,
Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1951 $9,972.55
Bernard Foster, Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1951 7,908.70
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Treas. State of N. H.,
Clement Hill Road Appropriation 2,750.00
Collector of Internal Revenue,
Withholding Tax 211.50
Total $20,842.75
Detail No. 14—Town Dumps
Ernest S. Archibald, Payrolls $725.50
Bernard Foster, Payrolls 194.45
Bert Geer, Care of Hopkinton Dump 366.50
L. R. Kimball, Labor 1.25
Thompson & Hoague Co., Supplies 17.69
Concord Hardware Co., Supplies 2.01
$1,307.40
Detail No. 15—Town Road Aid
Treas. State of N. H. $1,223.03
Detail No. 16—Town Construction
Ernest S. Archibald, Payrolls $3,373.15
Detail No. 17—General Expense
Ernest S. Archibald, Payroll, Supplies
and Repairs $981.13
Bernard Foster, Payroll, Supplies
and Repairs 1,101.50
Public Service Co. of N. H. 165.69
State Highway Garage, Repairs to Plows 145.20
Jane Luce, Right of Way over land 100.00
Prison Industries, Culverts 154.26
Concord Lumber Co., Akron Pipe 36.25
Independent Coal Tar Co., Patching Stock 207.60
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William H. Welchans, Spraying Trees 325.00
Socony Vacuum Oil Co., Diesel Oil 89.04
Granite State Asphalt Co., Patching Stock 50.88
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc., Supplies 31.34
Joseph H. Young, Bridge Plank 100.64
Treas. State of N. H., Street Signs 61.75
Contoocook Garage, Inc., Supplies 5.10
Erwin Flandreau, Plowing Sidewalks 8.00
$3,563.38
Detail No. 18—Libraries
Jessie H. Brown, Trustee $550.00
Col. Theron Methvin, Trustee 500.00
$1,050.00
Detail No. 19—Old Age Assistance
State of New Hampshire $2,307.58
Detail No. 20—Town Poor
Merrimack County Farm, Board $1,720.80
Mary Sanborn, Board 117.00
Concord Hospital, Care 65.50
T. C. Metro, Supplies 56.84
State of N. H. Industrial School, Board 61.00
State of N. H., Service Charge on Surplus
Foods 1.08
Freight and Expenses .90
$2,023.12
Detail No. 21—County Poor
A & P Stores, Supplies $59.91
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Detail No. 22—Memorial and Old Home Day
Carl H. Russell, Finance Officer,
Memorial Day Appropriation $200.00




Bernard Foster, Payrolls $540.60
Ernest Archibald, Payrolls 99.00
L. R. Kimball, Repairs 26.71
Contoocook Fire Precinct, Water Rent 24.00
Ira Putney, Mowing Putney Hill Cemetery 7.50
Charles Allen, Repairs 2.00
Jessie Brown, Treas., Appropriation 300.00
Irl Young, Mowing Clement Hill Cemetery 12.00
Daniel Dustin, Mowing Black Water
Cemetery 7.00
Thomas A. Koons, Treas., Water Rent 30.00
$1,048.81
Detail No. 24—Insurance
A. C. Huntoon, Inc.:
Insurance on Town Hall $266.50
Workmen's Compensation and Liability
Insurance 550.59
Insurance on Firemen and Fire Trucks 317.50
Insurance on Town Sheds 18.00
A. M. Burham, Insurance on Town Hall 100.00
$1,252.59
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Detail No. 25—Legal Expenses
J. Edward Flynn $25.00
Upton, Sanders & Upton 15.00
$40.00
Detail No. 26—Taxes Bought by Town
Spencer S. Dodd, Col. $247.02
Detail No. 27—^Abatements
Spencer S. Dodd, 1950 Tax Abatements $58.80
Spencer S. Dodd, 1951 Tax Abatements 877.57
$936.37
Detail No. 28—Civilian Defense
Astles Lumber Co., Supplies for Building $253.24
Detail No. 29—Interest
First National Bank,
Interest on Long Term Notes $25.00
First National Bank,
Interest on Temporary Loan 273.34
$298.34
Detail No. 30—New Equipment
N. H. Explosives & Mach. Co.,
Two Snow Plows $784.00
R. C. Hazelton, Inc., Bulldozer Attachment 1,700.00
$2,484.00
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Detail No. 31—Refunds
State of N. H., Reimbursement of Yield Tax $718.00
William H. Slayton, Refund Auto Permit 4.04
Rice Bros., Refund on 1950 Tax 60.00
D. J. Fuller Estate, Refund Auto Permit 14.51
Robert J. Duclos, Refund Auto Permit 2.65
$799.71
Detail No. 32—Loans
First National Bank, Temporary Loan $45,000.00
Union Trust Co., Long Term Note 500.00
$45,500.00
Detail No. 33—Payments to Other Governmental
Divisions
Donald Rainie, Treas., County Tax $14,052.92
Joseph H. Young, Treas., Precinct Tax 1,400.00
James Weast, Treas., Precinct Tax 5,500.00
Jessie H. Brown, Treas., Schools 74,861.25
$95,814.17
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HIGHWAY AGENTS' REPORT
Bernard Foster Account















Bernard Foster, Agent $100.00
Bernard Foster, Truck 236.10
Walter Goodwin 31.50
O. D. Hopkins, Truck 74.40
Woodrow Rhodeniser 45.90




Harold Martin (Gravel) 30.40
Earl Young, Truck 11.20





















Bernard Foster, Agent $135.00








Rapha Story, Jr. 14.40
$444.70
Summer Work—^June 1951
Bernard Foster, Agent $63.75
Bernard Foster, Trucks 97.30
Woodrow Rhodeniser 31.60
Walter Goodwin 34.20





Bernard Foster, Agent $11.25
Bernard Foster, Trucks 54.60
Walter Goodwin 22.45
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Raymond Proctor 23.50
John Moran 3.60
Ernest Archibald (Grader) 35.00
$150.40
Summer Work—August 1951
Bernard Foster, Agent $76.25





Bedders Bros. (Shovel) 252.00
Robert Duclos (Truck) 80.60
Herbert Benedict, Truck 43.40
Ernest Archibald, Truck 74.40




Bernard Foster, Agent $5.00







Bernard Foster, Agent $130.00
Bernard Foster, Truck 106.40
Daniel Fluff 5.00
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Foster Mower 58.50
Joseph Fellows, Jr. 79.20
Walter Goodwin 42.90
Woodrow Rhodeniser 9.00
John Duston, Gravel 2.10






Bernard Foster, Agent $63.75
Bernard Foster, Truck 63.00
Walter Goodwin 27.90






Herbert Benedict, sand 1.40
$264.15
Summer Work—December 1951
Bernard Foster, Agent $23.75
Bernard Foster, Truck 33.60
Woodrow Rhodeniser 12.60
Albert Clausen, gravel 3.25
Foster Loader 14.00
Joseph Fellows, Jr. 10.80
$98.00
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Winter Work—^January 1951
Bernard Foster, truck $85.00





Harold Martin, truck 65.60




Bernard Foster, Agent $162.00










Harold Martin, truck 122.10
O. D. Hopkins, truck 107.30
Richard Fluff 52.00
John Graves, sand 9.30
$1,134.60
Winter Work—March 1951
Bernard Foster, Agent $60.95
Bernard Foster, truck 183.40
Raymond Proctor .90








John Duston, gravel 2.80
John Graves, sand 4.80
$390.65
Winter Work—November 1951
Bernard Foster, Agent $25.00
Bernard Foster, truck 35.70
Woodrow Rhodeniser 10.70
Joseph Fellows, Jr. ^ 27.40





Bernard Foster, Agent $217.50




O. D. Hopkins, truck 140.00
Richard Fluff 14.80
Tractor Loader 32.00
Harold Martin, truck 192.40
Arnold Crawford 4.95
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Joseph Fellows, Jr. 123.50
Ernest Archibald 3.75
Alfred Chandler 13.00





Bernard Foster, Agent $65.00
Bernard Foster, truck 147.30
Woodrow Rhodenizer 49.00
Walter Goodwin 58.40












Bernard Foster, Agent $74.25
Bernard Foster, truck 141.00
Walter Goodwin 45.50
Irvin Burbank .90
Granite State Asphalt Co., Inc. 21.78
N.H. Explosives Mach. Co., Inc. 153.85
State Highway Garage 65.30
Merrimack Farmers, forks 5.60
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Richard Fluff 7.20
Woodrow Rhodeniser 48.30




Thompson & Hoague, rakes 3.20
Dick Smith 8.00
John Kirk .80
Astles Lumber Co. 9.85
Northeastern Petroleum Co. 60.50





Sanel's Auto Parts, paint 2.00
Martin's Garage 3.00
William Wood 5.00





Bernard Foster, Agent $55.00
Bernard Foster, truck 152.40
Herbert Benedict, truck 133.20
Herbert Benedict, sand, gravel 71.00
Walter Goodwin 32.10
Daniel Pluff 35.90
Joseph Fellows, Jr. 36.40
Granite State Asphalt Co. 35.28
$551.28
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Dump Work—1951
Bernard Foster, Agent $20.25
Bernard Foster, truck 28.60
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HIGHWAY AGENT'S REPORT
Ernest S. Archibald Account
From Jan. 1,1951 to Dec. 31, 1951
Summer work payroll $5,146.75
Winterwork payroll 4,825.80
Dump work payroll 725.50
Town construction payroll 3,373.15
General expense payroll 981.13




















Harry A. Chase $32.50
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Winter Work—February 1951
E. S. Archibald, Agent















N. H. Explosive Co.
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Leon Thibodeau 46.80
Robert Bean 38.20











E. Archibald, power grader 123.50
Irving French, gravel 6.00
L. A. Nelson, gravel 6.60
$855.35
CoNTOocooK Town Dump
Harry A. Chase $32.00
Summer Work--April 1951
E. Archibald $125.00





E. Archibald, power grader 132.75
O. D. Hopkins, bulldozer 60.00
$843.35
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General Expense—Raking and Sweeping Streets
E. Archibald $35.00






B. L. Geer 14.40
Robert Robertson 14.30
Harry A. Chase 7.20
Thompson Sc Hoague Co. 1.25
N. H. Explosive Co. 9.96
Astles Lumber Co. 9.45
Gypson's Sunoco Station .60








E. Archibald, trucks 302.40




O. D. Hopkins 48.00
E. S. Archibald, mixer and cold patch 19.80
$1,228.85
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N. H. Explosive, blades 21.65
$24.15
Contoocook Town Dump
Harry A. Chase $81.00
Summer Work—June 1951
E. S. Archibald $48.85
E. S. Archibald, trucks 68.00





Herman Barton, labor Stumpfield Cemetery
Gate $2.00
Contoocook Cemetery Fence:
E. S. Archibald 20.00
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CoNTOocooK Town Dump





E. S. Archibald $235.00
E. S. Archibald, trucks 504.00









Bedders Bros., gas shovel 913.50
Arnold Crawford 86.00





E. S. Archibald $90.00
E. S. Archibald, trucks 105.10
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General Expense
Contoocook Garage, kerosene for road bombs $1.52
H. R. Clough, tractor oil No. 2 5.81
Reddy's Market 2.40
N. H. Explosive Co., dynamite and caps 42.50
Astles Lumber Co., Akron pipe 3.20
Astles Lumber Co., keg bridge plank spikes 12.00
$67.43
Contoocook Town Dump
Harry A. Chase $72.00
Summer Work--August 1951
E. S. Archibald $115.85
E. S. Archibald, trucks 113.20




Robert Fuller, mowing 48.00





Harry A. Chase $81.00
Town Oiling—September and October 1951
E. S. Archibald $135.00




Joseph Fellows, Jr. 44.10
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Lyle Holmes 47.30
E. S. Archibald and power grader 73.40
Charles Hargrove 49.50
Herbert Benedict 213.60
Bernard Foster, truck 6.40
$1,176.20
General Expense
N. H. Explosive Co., paint for snow plows $5.25
CoNTOOCOOK Town Dump
Harry A. Chase $81.00
Summer Work—October 1951
E. S. Archibald $76.25
E. S. Archibald, trucks 101.00






Snow Fence and Sand
$398.15
E. S. Archibald $140.00





L. A. Nelson, sand for winter 30.00
$655.80
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General Expense
Astles Lumber Co., tile pipe $1.90
Contoocook Garage .38
N. H. Explosive Co., galvanized pipe 34.75
N. H. Explosive Co., snow plow blades 15.86
Thompson & Hoague Co. 3.03
$55.92
Contoocook Town Dump
Harry A. Chase $81.00
Summer Work—November 1951
E. Archibald $100.00
E. Archibald, trucks 118.00





State of N. H., power grader 99.40
$539.80
Contoocook Town Dump
Harry A. Chase $36.00
Winter Work—December 1951
E. S. Archibald $158.75
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George Severance 32.40
B. L. Geer 60.00
Robert Duclos, truck 113.70
Richard Duclos 37.80
John Hoitt 12.60
Robert Fuller, tractor 7.50
George Hall 5.85
Alfred Severance, plowing walks 21.00
$1,209.30
General Expense
N. H. Explosive Co., blades for V plows
Thompson & Hoague Co.








W. A. Libby $45.00
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CONTOOCOOK BRANCH OF THE HOPKINTON
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Receipts
Cash on hand January 1, 1951 $306.99
Town of Hopkinton 550.00
1/4 G. E. Kelley Fund 82.67
1/4 Richard Burns Fund 6.28
Eliza Richardson 16.42








52 books purchased 94.37
8 magazines 35.00
Labels and cards 8.30
Cleaning library 3.00





Juvenile and youth age—261
1
Magazines issued—649
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Books given to the library during the year were 206.
And to the following, who contributed either books or
magazines, we acknowledge our appreciation:
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Hay-
ward

























We hereby certify that we have audited the foregoing
account of Jessie H. Brown and Helen L. Barnard,
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HOPKINTON FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Hopkinton Village Branch
Receipts
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1950 $57.29
Town of Hopkinton 500.00
Trust Funds 118.23
1/^ G. Everett Kelly Fund 82.67
1/^ Richard Burns Fund 6.27
Sara U. Kimball Fund 2.51
Eliza Richardson Fund 23.04
Lucy A. Lerned Fund 3.74
Fines, Sale of Books 27.39









Supplies and Miscellaneous 25.25
Prescott Kimball Legacy transferred to Trust
Funds 200.00
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1951
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The library shows a healthy increase in circulation
and in types of books asked for. 42% of the books lent
were fiction, 22% non-fiction and 36% children's. The
latter figure is a healthy sign, as was the attendance at
the story hours which stimulated demand for desirable
books. The intelligence, discrimination and devotion
of the librarian, book committee and story-hour assist-
ants were noteworthy.
An excellent step-ladder and stool were made to li-
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Cash on hand January 1, 1951 $656.79
Town Treasurer 2,000.00
School District Treasurer 430.00
Fees collected by nurse 300.60
Road toll refund 24.58
$3,411.97
Expenditures
Belle Nightingale, salary $1,812.85
Belle Nightingale, 1951 bonus 200.00
Collector of Internal Revenue 238.95
Car expense—gas, oil, repairs, etc. 247.62
Insurance—A. C. Huntoon, Inc. 72.92
Supplies 14.65
Hopkinton Telephone Co. 23.99
Typing 2.00
Bank Service charge .60
I. B. Koons, Treasurer, salary 15.00




We hereby certify that we have examined the ac-
counts of Ida B. Koons, Treasurer, Hopkinton Public




January 8, 1 952 Auditors
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Annual Report for 1951
Welfare visits 112





Infants under 1 mo. 48
Infants 1 mo. to 1 yr. 37
Crippled children 16
Morbidity service visits 824
Patients accompanied to hospital 4
Patients transported for X-rays 5
Special services assisting the needy.
Collection and distribution of clothing.
Hopkinton's Woman's Club donation of $25.00 for
vision examination and assistance to one orthopedic
case.
Contoocook Community Club donated $8.00 for needy
school children.
P. T. A. donated $50 for visual correction of 1 school
child.
Distribution of Thanksgiving and Christmas Baskets
from Methodist Service Club.
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE CONTOOCOOK
FIRE PRECINCT
Assets
Cash on hand $5,041.17
Amount due to precinct:
Uncollected Water Rents 104.05
Total Assets $5,145.22




Bills owed by Precinct






Schedule of Precinct Property
Lands and Buildings:
Columbia Hall $15,000.00
Sanborn and Carroll Land 1,900.00
Furniture and Apparatus:
Furniture and Heating System 1,035.00
Water System 60,000.00
Supplies and Equipment 3,000.00
Total Valuation $80,900.00




Sale Hook and Ladder Unit 1.00
Sale of Land 1,000.00
Total Receipts from All Sources $9,858.81




Water Dept. Maintenance and Improve-
ment $3,288.46
Collector's Expenses and Commission 113.22
Street Lighting 1,425.79
Christmas Lighting 60.93
Care of Siren 112.14






Treasurer's and Collector's Bonds 15.00
Miscellaneous 27.08
Total Current Maintenance Expenses $7,293.61
New Equipment
Safe 35.00
Total Outlay Payments $7,328.61
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Indebtedness
Interest on Bonds 315.00
Payment on Bonds 3,000.00
Total Indebtedness Payments $3,315.00
Total Payments for All Purposes $10,643.61
Cash on hand at end of year 5,041.17
Grand Total $15,684.78
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1952 BUDGET OF CONTOOCOOK FIRE




Water Rents 3,357.81 3,450.00
Rent of George Park 300.00
Sale of Hook and Ladder Unit 1.00
Sale of land to school 1,000.00
$8,750.00
Water Dept. Maintenance $3,288.46 $3,000.00
Bond Returnal 3,000.00 3,000.00
Interest on Bonds 315.00 252.00
Collector's Com. and Expense 113.22 150.00
Street Lights 1,425.79 1,659.84
Care of Siren 112.14 48.00





41.00Care of Town Clock 50.00
Maintenance of Fire Station 273.70
Maintenance of Columbia Hall 1,125.19
Taxes 20.00 61.22
Insurance 100.00
Treasurer's and Collector's Bonds 15.00 15.00
Miscellaneous Expense 27.08 35.00
Safe 35.00
$10,643.61 $8,737.06
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$208.91 balance sale land and $350.00 1951,
app. due Park.
This Budget approved with the understanding that
the Bond Issue approved under the 1951 Budget has
lapsed.






Approved Feb. 14, 1952.
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE
HOPKINTON VILLAGE FIRE PRECINCT
Assets




Excess of Assets over Liabilities (Surplus) $674.02
Grand Total $674.02
Schedule of Precinct Property
Land and Buildings:
One two-story building $1,000.00
Furniture and Apparatus:
Hook and ladder wagon and furniture 250.00
Fire reservoirs 3,000.00
Total Valuation $4,250.00




Total Receipts from All Sources $1,400.00




Pub. Serv. Co. of N. H., lights $752.69
John Kirk, repairs 10.28
Superior Electric Co., supplies 41.58
A. C. Huntoon Inc., Insurance 12.50
L. R. Kimball, labor 2.88
Hopkinton Village Aqueduct Asso'n. 25.00
Alfred Chandler, repairs 51.66
Joseph H. Young, care of building 100.00
Everett Wylie, Fire Ward 5.00
John Brock, Fire Ward 5.00
A. M. Burnham, Fire Ward and care of
clock 17.00
Clifford Gallant, Clerk 5.00
Joseph H. Young, Treasurer 5.00
Total Current Maintenance Expenses $1,033.59
Total Payments for All Purposes $1,033.59
Cash on hand at end of year 674.02
Grand Total $1,707.61
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HOPKINTON FIRE PRECINCT

















Approved Feb. 14, 1952
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ANNUAL REPORT OF CONTOOCOOK
CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
Receipts
Cash on hand January I, 1951 $104.42
Received from Town of Hopkinton 300.00
Received from Trustees of Trust Funds 304.55
Received from Individual Care of Lots 610.19
Received from refund on Tax loan 125.45
$1,444.61
Expenditures
Caretaker and helpers $868.70
Hardware 6.79
Mower parts 58.56
Gas and oil 32.26
Treasurer's salary 50.00
Postage and printing 12.94
Seed and fertilizer 44.55
Collector of Internal Revenue 322.00
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF HOPKINTON, N. H.
For the School Year Ending June 30, 1951








Jessie Gould Term Expires 1952
Harold Martin Term Expires 1953
E. C. Leadbeater Term Expires 1954
Auditors
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL MEETING
The annual Hopkinton School District Meeting was
held in the Town Hall, March 13, 1951, Mr. Neal Rice
acting as Moderator and Mrs. Harold Clough as Clerk.
The warrant was read by the Moderator.
Rev. Mr. Keech offered prayer.
Article 1.
Neal J. Rice was elected Moderator for the coming
year.
Mrs. Harold R. Clough was elected Clerk for the
ensuing year.
Edward Leadbeater offered the following motion and
moved its adoption: To suspend further action under
Article 1 until after action on other articles, taking up
Articles 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 4, 5, 6, in order listed. The mo-
tion was seconded.
Clifford Phelps moved that the motion be amended
by adding ''and that the voting necessary for Article 9
be by polling the house". The amendment was seconded
and accepted by Mr. Leadbeater.
An amendment offered by Fred Roberts, Jr. to vote
by ballot on Article 9 was ruled out by the Moderator
as contrary to above amendment.
The amendment offered by Mr. Phelps was passed.
The following motion was carried: To suspend fur-
ther action under Article 1, until after action on other
articles taking up Articles, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 1, 4, 5, 6, in order
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listed and action under Article 9 shall be a poll of the
house.
Article 7.
The motion made by Arthur Burnham and seconded
to vote by ballot on Article 7 was not carried.
Earl Rice offered the following motion and moved
its adoption:
RESOLVED, That the District construct and equip
a new school building for the housing of a high school
and some elementary grades. Mr. Rice's motion was
seconded and carried.
Article 8.
The following motion by Rev. Ernest Shepherd was
seconded and carried:
RESOLVED, That the sum of Two Hundred Thirty
Thousand Dollars ($230,000) be and it is hereby ap-
propriated for the construction and equipment of the
new school building voted under the preceding article
and for the acquisition of land for its site; and
FURTHER RESOLVED, That Ten Thousand Dol-
lars ($10,000) of said sum be raised by taxation during
the current year.
Article 9.
James A. Weast offered the following resolution and
moved its adoption:
RESOLVED, That serial notes or bonds of the Dis-
trict in the total amount of Two Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($200,000) be issued, in accordance with au-
thority conferred upon the District by House Bill No.
69 enacted by the General Court at its 1951 session and
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approved by the Governor on March 1, 1951, the pro-
ceeds of said notes or bonds to be used for the construc-
tion and equipment of the new school building voted
under Article 7, and for the acquisition of land for its
site; and
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the School Board be
and it is hereby authorized and empowered to deter-
mine the time and place of payment and the rate of
interest on such notes or bonds, to provide for the sale
thereof and to do any and all such acts and things as
they may deem necessary to the issuance thereof.
This resolution was seconded.
The moderator stated that by a previous vote the
house would be polled; that the adoption of this reso-
lution requires a two-thirds vote of those present and
voting and appointed the Selectmen as tellers.
Total number of votes cast 286
Number of votes for the adoption of the resolu-
tion 284
Number of votes against the adoption of the resolu-
tion 2
The Moderator declared the vote in the affirmative
and the resolution by Mr. Weast adopted.
Article 10.
Wendell Clough offered the following resolution and
moved its adoption:
RESOLVED, That the Capital Reserve Fund created
by vote of the District at the annual meeting held on
March 8, 1949, be used for the construction and equip-
ment of the new school building and for acquisition of
land for its sites; and
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FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Trustees of
Trust Funds be and they are hereby directed and in-
structed to pay over to the School Board the balance
of said fund upon request.
The following amendment by Mrs. Dorothy Clark
was accepted and passed: That the interest accumulated




Carl Clark offered the following resolution and
moved its adoption:
RESOLVED, That the School Board, acting upon
the advice of the Building Committee, be and it is here-
by authorized to enter into all necessary contracts for
the construction and equipment of the new school
building.
A motion was carried to suspend action under Arti-
cle 11, take up Article 4, then return to Article 1 1
.
Article 4.
Mr. Edward English moved the adoption of the fol-
lowing resolution:
RESOLVED, That the Clerk cast one ballot for the
election of a Building Committee composed of the fol-
lowing:
Earl Rice, Chairman, F. M. Auer, Ivan Bohanen,
Harold Clough, Priscilla Hayward, Gladys Heath, Deb-
orah Hoffman, A. L. Pimental and that the School
Board be authorized to fill any vacancies on the Com-
mittee or make additional appointments if desired.
Dr. Pimental offered the following amendment which
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was accepted and carried: That the Selectmen be added
to the Building Committee. The resolution was adopted
and the Building Committee declared elected.
The Moderator returned to Article 11 and the reso-
lution of Carl Clark was seconded and adopted.
Article 5.
The following motion by John Brock was seconded
and adopted:
RESOLVED, That the Building Committee be and
it is hereby authorized to select a location for a new
school building.
Article 6.
The following motion by Frank Kimball was sec-
onded and carried:
RESOLVED, That the School Board be and it is
hereby authorized to acquire by purchase or by right
of eminent domain such land as may be necessary and
desirable for the site of the new school building at the
location selected by the Building Committee.
Returning to Article 1.
Edward C. Leadbeater was elected a member of the
School Board for the ensuing three years.
James Weast, Robert Prowse, and Norman C. Hoff-
man were elected auditors for the ensuing year.
Jessie Brown was elected Treasurer for the ensuing
year.
Article 2.
The motion was carried to accept the reports of the
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School Board Auditors and Treasurer as printed in the
Town Report.
Article 3.
Harold Martin made the following motion which
was seconded and carried:
That the district raise and appropriate the sum of
$71,261.25 for the support of schools, for the salaries
of school district officials and agents, and for the pay-
ment of statutory obligations of the district, and to au-
thorize the application against said appropriation of
such sums as are estimated to be received from the state
equalization fund together with other income; the
school board to certify to the selectmen the balance be-
tween the estimated revenue and the appropriation,
which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
Article 12.
Edward Leadbeater offered the following resolutions
which were carried:
Whereas, Almighty God in his infinite wisdom saw
fit to take from us on February 9, 1951 our good friend,
fellow townsman and long-time School District Auditor,
George Putnam, and
Whereas, Mr. Putnam in his last will and testament
gave tangible evidence of his interest in and love for
the youth of Hopkinton by providing perpetual funds
for education.
Be it Resolved that the Hopkinton School District
assembled in its annual meeting on March 13, 1951
express its regrets at the loss of a dear friend and its
appreciation for all his good works, and further
Resolved that these resolutions be made a perman-
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ent part of the records of the School District and that
a copy hereof be transmitted by the Clerk to the Direc-
tors of the Putnam Foundation.
Resolved^ That the clerk's minutes of this and future
meetings be printed in the Town Report.
Moved to adjourn.
RAELENE S. CLOUGH
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SCHOOL WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the School District of the Town
of Hopkinton qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in
said district on the 11th day of March 1952, at 3:00
o'clock in the afternoon to act upon the following sub-
jects.
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for
the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and Truant Officer, and fix the com-
pensation of any other officers or agent of the district.
6. To hear the report of Agents, Auditors, Com-
mittees, or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in
relation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sum of money the district will raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
salaries of school district officials and agents, and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the district, and
to authorize the application against said appropriation
of such sums as are estimated to be received from the
state foundation aid fund together with other income;
the school board to certify to the selectmen the balance
between the estimated revenue and the appropriation,
which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
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9. To see if the school district will vote to adopt
a plan for extending to the employees of the school
district the benefits of title II of the Federal Social
Security Act (Old-Age and Survivers Insurance) as
authorized by Chapter 234 of the Laws of 1951.
10. If the foregoing article is adopted to see if the
school district will authorize the School Board to exe-
cute on behalf of the school district the necessary agree-
ment with the State of New Hampshire to carry into
effect the plan and to see if the school district will des-
ignate the School District Treasurer as the officer to
be responsible for the administration of the plan.
Given under our hands at said Hopkinton this 19th
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Budget of the School District of
8
3 1EXPENDITURES ITEM T3^ '"V^ '0 "«eo









Salaries of district officers $375.00 $370.00 $375.00 $375.00
Supt's salary (local share) 994.18 926.48 1,595.25 1,685.15
Tax for state wide supervision 674.00 674.00 670.00 692.00








Supplies and expenses 150.00
Instruction
High school teachers' salaries 13,425.00 14,655.00 14,900.00 16,000.00
Elementary teachers' salaries 22,000.00 20,184.45 24,500.00 25.900.00
Cost of Living 2,000.00
Books and other instr'n aids, h. s. 450.00 576.39 450.00 450.00
Books and other instr'n aids, elem. 450.00 327.60 450.00 450.00
Scholars' supplies, high school .... 750.00 686.56 750.00 750.00
Scholars' supplies, elementary
Supplies and other expenses, h. s. ..
650.00 578.76 650.00 650.00
300.00 346.79 300.00 300.00
Supplies and other expenses, elem. . . 200.00 184.82 200.00 200.00
Operation of School Plant
Salaries of janitors, high school . .
.
935.00 956.10 935.00 935.00
Salaries of janitors, elementary .... 1,765.00 1,765.00 1,865.00 1,865.00
Fuel or heat, high school 600.00 819.50 600.00 900.00
Fuel or heat, elementary 900.00 1,614.13 900.00 1,100.00
Water, light, supplies and exp., h. s.
Water, light, supplies and exp.,
300.00 497.83 250.00 250.00
elem 400.00 416.37 350.00 350.00
Maintenance of School Plant
Repairs and replacements, h. s. ... 800.00 1,040.95 500.00 500.00
Repairs and replacements, elem. . . 700.00 938.25 500.00 500.00
Auxiliary Activities
Health supervision, high school . . . 200.00 203.85 200.00 200.00
Health supervision, elementary .... 400.00 461.26 400.00 400.00
Transportation, elementary 7,150.00 7,440.00 7,540.00 8,000.00
Spec, activities and spec, funds:
High 1,275.00 350.00 1,175.00 350.00
Elementary 1,825.00 1,625.00 150.00
School Lunch high 460.23 750.00
School Lunch elementary 1,420.46 1,550.00
Vets 3,700.00 3,000.00 3.000.00
Fixed Charges
Teachers' retirement:
High 1,305.00 952.60 2,691.00 850.00
Elementary 1,123.39 1,750.00







Contingency Fund 500.00 500.00 500.00
TOTAL CURRENT EXPENSES $64,094.57 $61,244.70 $70,761.25 $72,642.15
Capital Outlay
Lands and new buildings:









Payments into Capital Reserve Fund 10,000.00
$10,700.00
10,000.00
$17,499.21TOTAL CAPITAL OUTLAY .... $10,500.00 $2,000.00
Debt and Interest — Vets 2,467.11
Principal of debt 13,000.00
3,800.00
Interest on debt
TOTAL DEBT AND INTEREST 16.800.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $74,794.57 $81,211.02 $81,261.25 $91,442.15
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$6,840.00 $17,493.57 $6,400.00 $6,400.00






Spec, activities and spec, funds,
high .
Spec, activities and spec, funds,
elementary
Other
Total Receipts Other Than Prop.
Taxes
Dist. Assessment to be Raised by
Prop. Tax
Total Appropriation Voted by School
District $74,794.57 $85,448.14 $81,261.25 $91,442.15
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BALANCE SHEET
Assets
Cash on hand $1,237.12





Account owed by district $1,072.82












This is to certify that we have examined the books
and other financial records of the school board of Hop-
kinton, of which this is a true summary for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1951, and find them correctly
cast and properly vouched.
JAMES A. WEAST
N. C. HOFFMAN
July 7, 1951 Auditors
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TREASURER'S REPORT OF THE
HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT




Received from State Treasurer 1,416.57
Capital Reserve 10,000.00
Received from all other sources 5,667.01
85,038.15
Total amount available for fiscal year $85,448.14
Less school board orders paid 81,211.02
Balance on hand as of June 30, 1951 $4,237.12
JESSIE H. BROWN
July 1, 1951 District Treasurer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other financial records
of the treasurer of the school district of Hopkinton,
of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal




July 7, 1951 Auditors
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SCHOOL REPORT FOR YEAR 1950-51
Pupils examined by f)hysician 165
Pupils examined by nurse 298
Pupils with defective:
Tonsils 24 Corrected — 4
Vision 22 Corrected — 10
Hearing— 3 Corrected— 3
Skin 7 Corrected — 7
Scalps — 5 Corrected — 5
Speech— 2 Corrected— 2
Teeth 77
Glands 7 Corrected —• 7




Orthopedic defects - 3 Under care --3
Nutrition— 2 Under care --2
Pupils receiving first aid at School— 27
Pupils with:
Pediculosis— 5 Corrected— 5
Impetigo— 7 Corrected—•7
Scabies— 2 Corrected— 2
School visits by Nurse— 55
School children TB patch tested— 165
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the Members of the School Board of Hopkinton
District:










Mr. Elson S. Herrick, Headmaster
Mr. John L. Babson, Agriculture
Mrs. Evelyn M. Rice, Domestic Arts
Mr. William H. Milne, Social Studies
*Mr. Richard H. Mills, Mathematics
Mr. Russell A. Antell, Mathematics
Miss Doris M. White, English & French
Miss Betty Daniels, Junior High
Mrs. Margaret B. Sinclair^ Grades 5-6
Mrs. Elsa T. Andrews, Principal, Grades 3-4
Miss Lois H. Day, Grade 2
Miss H. Ruth Mills, Grade 1
Mrs. Eleanor Sanderson, Grades 4-5-6
Mrs. Dorothy Q. Gillingham, Grades 1-2-3
Miss Blanche C. Bailey, Music
Yr.
Training Grad.
K. T. C. 1946
U. of Me. 1924
K. N. S. 1927
U. of Vt. 1943








K. N. S. 1933
P. N. S. 1931
P. N. S. 1923
K. T. C. Summer
Sessions
K. T. C. 1932
Richard Mills resigned in September, 1950. Mrs. Josephine Bigelow taught until
October 20, 1950. Mr. Antell came October 23, 1950 and taught the remainder of
the year.















The Building Committee has been very active this
past year. A great deal of time has been spent working
on various plans for the school building and explain-
ing to the people the progress that had been made so
they would know what they were voting for when the
question of the new school was brought up in District
Meeting. This Committee, under the able leadership
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of Earl J. Rice, has done a marvelous piece of work
and the large vote in favor of the new school is certain-
ly a tribute to the Board and the Building Committee.
The thing which has impressed me is the complete har-
mony of the members. They talked over what differ-
ences they might have and arrived at conclusions in
complete agreement.
Immediately after the affirmative vote for the new
building, work was started on the detailed plans for the
new school. One major change was decided upon by the
Committee. In the original plans part of the basement
was to be left unexcavated with the idea that when
more class room space was needed, wisely I think, to
excavate the whole basement area. Two factors influ-
enced this decision. The first, considerable comment
had been made because there was no adequate pro-
vision for a hot lunch program and the second factor
was the added cost of finishing off the basement at a
later date. Although this change increased the contract
bid it also means, in the long run, that the District will
save thousands of dollars.
Bids were finally opened on June 20, 1951 and
Blanchard Stebbins of Manchester, N. H., was found
to be the low bidder. After some revising of plans and
specifications, Mr. Stebbins signed a contract to con-
struct the school building for the sum of $210,930.00.
In the meantime, the steel which we had so carefully
cornered, was frozen by Government order and we had
to go through the process of getting a priority for steel
and copper and permission from the Federal Security
Agency for the construction of a new school building.
After considerable work on "Operation Steel" we finally
received our full quota of steel and the permission to
construct the building.
Along with the problem of steel was the problem
of selling the bonds and putting the money to work
until it was needed. When the question of bond issue
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and interest rates was discussed, the Budget Committee
and School Board were told that the interest rate would
be 2% or less. In April, however, the Federal Reserve
Board changed a long established practice and dropped
their support of the U. S. Treasury Bond market and
it looked as though the School Board would have to
pay 2 1/2% to 3% on the bonds. The Board refused to
be panicked by this and waited until the market had
readjusted itself.
Several offers were made to the Board to buy the
bonds at 2.25% but after much discussion they decided
to put the bonds up for bid. The W. E. Hutton Co. and
Belleu-Adams & Co. of Boston was the high bidder
and their bid was accepted. Their bid was $200,946.67
for $13,000 bonds payable on February 1 of each of
the years 1953 to 1962 inclusive and $14,000 on Febru-
ary 1 in each of the years 1863 to 1967 inclusive. The
bonds will carry an interest rate of 1.9%. Some of the
bond money has been invested in U. S. Treasury Bills
and will be re-invested until it is needed to pay bills
for construction.
The present status of the building is as follows: The
School District now has a deed for the land on which
the school will be built. Materials for the building
have been coming in for several months. One load of
steel has been delivered, plumbing and electrical ma-
terials are on hand, and I have just received notice that
the steel sash for the windows is in transit. The site is
being cleared of trees and the Fair Association buildings
are being moved. It is my understanding that Mr. Steb-
bins feels that, because there is so little frost in the
ground, he will be able to break ground sometime
around the first of March.
There has been no change in ceacher personnel in
the elementary schools. In the high school, there were
four changes in positions when school opened in Sep-
tember. The new teachers are Miss Barbara Saturley,
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Miss Thelma Letteney and Mr. John McGrath, Jr. Mr.
William H. Milne was appointed Principal to replace
Mr. Elson Herrick who resigned to accept a position
in East Jaffrey. Because of the increased enrollment in
Mrs. Andrews' room, Mrs. Doris White Milne kindly
came out of retirement, the last of November, to help
Mrs. Andrews. We should plan for another teacher
next year.
The Board is working on the budget (January 27)
and is planning to include, in the budget, salary for an-
other teacher. Budgets are difficult enough to make
out any time as they have to provide for a school year
that runs through June 1953. This year it is especially
difficult because we are not sure when we will get into
the new building. It might be in January but more
probably, March or April. They will have to plan to
use the old building part of a school year and the new
building part of a year.
I am now completing my ninth year in town and,
although each year seems to be busier, I have enjoyed
my work very much.
WILLIAM C. STERLING,
Superintendent of Schools




To: Mr. William C. Sterling, Supt. of Schools,
Union No. 26, Contoocook, N. H.
I hereby submit my report for the year 1950-51 as
Principal of Hopkinton High School.
Members of The Class of 1951
Barbara Call Beverly Martin
Barbara Coen Carl Oslund
Desmond Douglas Robert Price
Robert Gerrard Robert Smith
William Hilton Theodore Story
Edith Jones Richard Symonds
James Kiepper John Wunderlich
Of these fourteen graduates, five are continuing with
their education, six are members of the armed forces,
two are gainfully employed, and one is married.
Enrollment
The present registration showed an enrollment of 135
students in the Junior and Senior High School with
the distribution by classes as follows:
Junior High Scool
Grade Boys Girls Total
7 17 12 29
8 11 14 25
Senior High School
Grade Boys Girls Total
9 11 9 20
10 11 17 28
11 6 12 18
12 9 4 13
There have been three changes in the faculty this
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year. Miss Thelma Letteney, who graduated in 1951
from Keene Teachers College, is the new Social Studies
teacher. Miss Barbara Saturley, who formerly taught
in Claremont, is the new mathematics teacher, and Mr.
John McGrath, formerly at Amherst High School, is





























Grade 12 English (required) Advanced Math.
Chemistry Family Membership
Human Behavior Agriculture
U. S. History (req.) Driver Education
Fused Geometry
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The Hot Lunch program was started on November
26, 1951 and will continue until April vacation. Ap-
proximately 250 meals per day are being served. The
success of this program is due in no small measure to
the following women: Mrs. Mary Shurtleff, Mrs. Elsie
Straw, Mrs. Clara Ward, and Mrs. Dorothy French —
under the able direction of Mrs. Evelyn Rice, our Home
Economics instructor. Our hot lunch facilities have
been inspected by both the state hot lunch director
and the health inspector and found to be very satis-
factory.
The faculty and I wish to thank the Hopkinton Parent-
Teachers Association for its generous contribution to
the fund started by a private citizen to send students
to the music camp at the University of New Hampshire
this summer. We are also indebted to the Hopkinton
Civic Association for its purchase of a tape recorder
to add to our audio-visual materials. My thanks also
to the other organizations and parents that have con-
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TENTATIVE SCHOOL CALENDAR
1952-1953
Schools open Wednesday, September 3
Teachers Convention Friday, October 17 (?)
Thanksgiving Vacation — Schools close Wednesday,
November 26 at 12:15
Schools reopen Monday, December 1
Christmas Vacation — Schools close Friday, December
19
Schools reopen Monday, January 5
Winter Vacation — Schools close Friday, February 20
Schools reopen Monday, March 2
Spring Vacation — Schools close Friday, April 24
Schools reopen Monday, May 4
Schools close Friday, June 1 9 at 1 2 : 1
5
This vacation calendar includes in vacation periods —
Labor Day— September 1, 1952
Thanksgiving— November 27 Sc 28, 1952
Christmas— December 25, 1952
January 1, 1953
Washington's Birthday (observed February 23)
Fast Day— April 27, 1 953
Memorial Day— May 30, 1953 (a Saturday)
It does not include:
*Armistice Day— November 11, 1952
*Columbus Day— October 12, 1952
*Good Friday— April 3, 1953
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Town Tax Rate $5.33
Contoocook Fire Precinct Tax .65
Hopkinton Village Precinct Tax .67
RESIDENT
NAME Description and Value oi d il
g 8
1 8
Real and Personal Property 2 H
Astles, Frances 3a Chase field 1 15 2.80)
Astles, Gilbert Johnson & Powell lot
Geo. Putnam lot
John Bartlett lot rear of
Pine St. (Prec.)






10a Hardy Spring Rd. 100 2550 150.211
Astles, Stewart Land near Rice's 1 25 3.33-'
Astles Lumber Co. Box shop and cottage




Mills & Machinery 8000 23150 1419.47
Astles, £. Bertram Unfinished house and lot
on Route 103 (Prec.) 1 500 31.90
Astles, Kenneth 1 2.00
Astles, Pauline 1 2.00
Archibald, Ernest & Teresa Morrill place 1650
3 car Garage 750 2400 127.92;
Archibald, Ernest Tom Hughes Place 1 700 39.31
Archibald, Teresa Land & Bldgs. (Hop. Prec.) 1 220 15.20
Armstrong, Edward & Emily- Ward Res. Kearsarge Ave. (Prec.) 1200 71.76^
Armstrong, Edward 1 2.00
Armstrong, Emily 1 2.00
Auer, Frederick & Beulah House & land (Hop. Prec.) 3300 198.00
Auer, Frederick 1 2.00
Auer, Beulah 1 2.00
Auer, May H. 1 2.00
Adams, Kathleen & Vera Carson 2a Levin Chase Res. (Prec.) 4500 270.00
Anguin, Carlton & Theresa
and Mary J. Gomeringer la Land & Bldg. Main Rd. 2500
Exempt 833 1667 88.85'
Anguin, Carlton 1 2.00
Anguin, Theresa G. 1 2.00
Adams, Kathleen 1 2.00
Armington, Ruth C. 1 2.00
Atherton, Roger M. and
Harriett L. Land & Bldg. (Hop. Prec.)
Howard Hamilton House 3500 210.00
Atherton, Roger M. 1 2.00
Atherton, Harriett L. 1 2.00
Anguin, Thomas 1 2.00
Ang'jiin, Leona 1 2.00
Ashford, Clayton & Glenna C. Camp 100
8a Twombly Ed. Hook PI. 900 1000 53.30
Ashford, Clayton 1 2.00
Ashford, Glenna C. 1 2.00.




3000 fowls 4450 1 9730 520.61.
Aucoin, Theresa 1 2.00
Aucoin, Lillian 1 2.00
Aucoin, Roger L. 1 2.00
Atherton, Carlyle A. & Ileana Edson Elliott farm 10000
The Casserole Main Rd. 1000 11000 586.30
Atherton, Carlyle A. 1 2.00
Atherton, Ileana L. 1 2.00
Bacon, John & Laura Perkins land 660
Perkins house (Prec.) 7700 8360 499.93'
Bab 3 on, John 1 2.00
Babson, Jean Arthur Duston PI. (Prec.) 1 2425 147.01




2 Gaa pumpa 235 1 2735 165.56
NAME
RESIDENT
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property tI
>
Bailey, Euna














Barnard, Raymond & Margaret
Barnard , Raymond
Barnard, Margaret
Barnard, George & Son
Barnard, Gcoree E.



















Bibbs, Mrs. A. B. Est.
Bibbs, Mary
Bicber, Marion
i Billings, Herbert S.
Billings, Doris
.Bishop, W. J. & Ethel
'Bishop, W. J.
Bishop, Ethel D.
















W. Baker Res. Pine St. (Prec.) 3000
500 fowls 700
28a Colby lot























Lee Stevens PI. Pine St. (Prec.)
House ^ lot Route 103 (Prec.)
12a Sprout land
W. Bailey place 1500
Nellis Folanebee PI. (Prec.) 1^00
Burnham field & shed
J. Murphy 2 apt. Maple St. (Prec.)
Exempt 1000 2200
North side of Highway Contoocook
to Henniker
Hen house and part of O'Toole
property
Gertrude Clough Res^ Pine St. (Preci
Exempt 1000 2500
House lot on intervale
Res. Gould Hill
House lot Y^arner Rd.











































































Real and Personal Property
Blake, Willie C. Res. Pine St. (Prec.) 1 2250 136. E
Elake, Chassire 1 2.0












9 other neat stock 1035 1 12345 659.9
Bohanan, Ivan 1 2.0
Bohanan, Priscilla 1 2.0
Bohanan, Ashton 1 2.0
Bohanan, Jeanette 1 2.0
Bohanan, Percy R, Felts PI. Pen. Rd. 1 1650 89.9
Bohanan, Alice F. 1 2.0
Bolivar, Allen Homestead 1760
2 cows 250 1 2010 109.1
Boutwell, Ralph Kendell field & Home PI.





5 cows 500 1 1825 99.2
Boutwell, Jennie 1 2.0<
Boutwell, Laurence Camp 8c land Blackwater 1 75 6.0"
Boutwell, Dorothy E. 1 2.0i
Brown, Harold & Jeosie Residence 2000
Hazeltine land (Prec.) 150 2150 128.5.
Brown, Harold 1 2.0«
Brown, Jessie 1 2.0(
Brown, Oilman <t Ratherine Drownes PI. (Prec.
1 house lot (Prec.
2300
125
1 cow 130 2555 152. 7f
Brown, Gilman D. 1 2.0(
Brown, JCatherine T. 1 2.0(




Brown, Susie House and land off Spring St. 1 770 43.0*
Brown, Olive 1 2.0(
Brown, Robert 1 2.0(
Brown, Frances E. 1 2.0(
Brown, Louis 1 2.0C
Brown, Christina Gomez Fam 1 1000 55. 3C
Bugaw, F. M. 4 Bertha Astles house Main Rd. (Prec.) 2750 164. 4^
Bugaw, Bertha H. 1 2.0C
Buhrer, J. Frank 1 2.0C
Buhrer, Uarga Chas. Putnam PI. 3300
1 cow 125 1 3425 184.5?




Exenq)t 1000 1875 99.94
Butterfield, Ann P. 1 2.0C
Burbank, Carl & Evelyn TTebster PI. 800
Triangle lot 150 950 50.62
Burbank, Carl 1 2. 00
Burbank, Evelyn 1 2.0C
Bunnell, Alva S. Res. (Prec.) 1 2750 166.45
Bunnell, Ethel M. 1 2.0C
Bailey, Robert 7a Red Gate Farm Jewett Rd. 1 2750 148.5";
Bailey, Katherine L, 1 2.0C
Burnham, Blanche 30a Homestead Henniker Rd. (Prec.) 2300 138. OC
Burnham, Arthur 1 horse 100
1 cow 100 200 12. OC
Burnham, Barbara 1 2.00
Burnham, Karion 1 2.00
Brown, Fred S. 3a Land & Bldg. Main Rd. 1600 85.28
Brunei, Richard A. 50« P. J. McCoy farm (Prec.) 4000
Exempt 1000 3000 180.00
RESIDENT
NAME Description and Value of d ll IfM.^r^Ml'Am* Real and Personal Property s H ll
Brunei, Elizateth B, 2.00
Borden, Raymond 2.00
Brown, Mildred 2.00
Bennett, Raymond A, 2.00
Berry, Clifton B. 2.00
Berry, Pearle E. 137a Land & bldg. Straw Rd. 2000
1 mill 300 2300 124.59
Bradford, George A. 1-J-a Land & hlcig. Whittier Pond 3100 167.23
Bradford, Dorothy 1£. 2.00
Bunker, Katherine C, 2a Land & bldg. on Turnpike 800 42.64
Burleigh, Gordon Land & bldg. South Rd. 1 400 23.32





Exempt 1000 2200 130.99
Borjeson, Irene 0. 1 2.00
Bailey, George N. Jr. and
Louise A. Land &. bldg. Straw Rd. 2200
Exempt 1000 1200 63.96
Bailey, Louise A. 1 2.00
Brock, John A. & Margaret S. Land 8r. bldg. (Prec.) 3500 210.00
Brock, John A. 1 2.00
Brock, Margaret S. 1 2.00
Burns, Joseph D. and
James Brownlie 75a House & land Main Rd. 4000 213.20
Burns, Joseph D. 1 2.00
Burns, Janet B. 1 2.00
Brownlie, James 1 2.00
Blackwood, John B. & Shirley Land & bldg. Main Rd. 3500
Exempt 1000 2500 133.25
Blackwood, Shirley 1 2.00
Bennie, Prances 1 2.00
Bennie, John 1 2.00
Bergstrom, Florence 1 2.00
Burns, Henry R, 1 2.00
Burns, Dorothy 1 2.00
Broughton, Edgar A. and
Constance F. 58a Land & bldg. Jewett Rd. 2200 117.26
Broughton, Constance F. 1 2.00
Barnard, Joyce and Mary
Gomeringer 6-i-a Land & bldg. Beech Hill 1400 74.62
Barnard, Joyce 1 2.00
Barnard, Roland 1 2.00
Bailey, Nellie V. 1 2.00
Bailey, Ralph G. 1 2.00








1 other neat stock 100 1 7735 414.28
Barnard, Helen L. 1 2.00




Bartlett, Arneta 1 2.00
Barton, Arthur C. l/2a Land & cottage 1 150 9.99
Barton, Martha J, 1 2.00
Barton, Herman 62a Homestead 1450 77.29
Barton, Mertie D. 1 2.00
Barton, Leslie 2a House W. Hop. 1 700 39.31
Barton, Isohel 1 2.00




Barton, Carrie C. 1 2.00
Batchelder, Minnie la Samuel Raymond Place 1250 66.62
Benedict, Herbert R, 59a Lowe Farm Sugar Hill 2300
1 cow 125 1 2425 131.25
RESIDENT
NAME Description and Value of d A 11
Real and Personal Property 2
> 1^
Benedict, Lucy M. 1 2.00
Bernier, Cyril J. 1 2.001
Bernicr, Florence Greenleaf Place 1 1800 97.94
Blanchard, Bert G. 100a Home farm 1 2200 119.26!
Blanchard, Edna 1 2.001
Blanchard, Francis G, House Emerson Hill 1 1200 65.96*
Blanchard, Ruth 1 2.001
Blanchette, Harry 1 2.00i
Blanchette, Nellie M. 2a Archie Nudd Place 1 850 47.30
Blanchette, Winnona N. 1 2.00
Blanchette, Mrs. Phillip 1 2.00
Blanchette, Harry C. 1 2.00
Bunten, Arthur V. 1 2.00
Bunt en, Eva L. 60a Farm Hatfield 1540
2 cows 250 1 1790 97.41
Burbank, Irvin D. 20a Bassett Mill lot
15a Grace Cannon lot
165
100
65a Home Farm 2200 2465 131.39
Berry, William 120a Home Farm 1 3000 161.90
Berry, Emelia 1 2.00
Bougie, Edgar J. 0. Straw Place 1 3000 161.90




Call, Elfreda M. 1/2 Currier Farm 1 467 26.891
Call, Helen 1/2 Currier Farm 1 467 26.891




1300 fowls 1575 1 5010 301.60*
Card, Thomas B. Land across Blackwater Rd. 150
Homestead 1100 1250 66.62
Carr, Byron & Edith Bergstrom PI. Intervale
14 Fur bearing animals
1800
84
Exempt 1000 884 47.11
Carr, Edith 2.00
Carruthers, Katherine 2.00
Carruthers, G. 'filmot 2.00
Carruthers, Evelyn M. 2.00
Carnes, Irene 2.00
Carroll, Phil. W. Peaslee House (Prec.) 3300 197.34
Chase, Harry & Li 11a Fred Bailey Place (Prec.) 900 53.32
Chamberlain, David & Priscill a Hicks Place (Prec.) 3700
Exempt 1000 2700 161.46
Chamberlain, Priscilla 1 2.00




Champney, Mary 1 2.00
Chamberlain, William & Jane Ladd Estate (Prec.) 4400
Exempt 1000 3400 203.32.
Chamberlain, Jane 1 2.00
Chase, Allen P. Clough PI. Maple St. (Prec.) 1 3300 199.34
Chase, Myrtle 1 2.00
Clarke, Moses D. Elliott Place (Prec.) 1430 85.52
Clarke, Dorothy 1 2.00
Clarke, Mrs. Ernest 1 2.00(
Corsa, Edward C. Fred Chase PI. (Prec.) 1 1000 61.80(
Corsa, Henricka 1 2.00(
Clough, Harold R. Land on Pine St. 200
Stock in trade 2100 1 2300 139.54^
Clough, Raelene Residence Pine St. (Prec.) 3300
Camp Josylvia Lake 450 1 3750 223.32!
Clough, Raelene & Reba
Walker Morrill Apts. (Prec.) 2200 131.56'
Cleveland, Benjamin and 2800
Miriam Newcomb Plan*. fPrec.) Exempt 1000 1800 107.64^
[ RESIDENT
NAME Description and Value of d ilReal and Personal Property 2 2 3
>
' Cleveland, Miriam 1 2.00
Coen, Doris 1 2.00
I
Cooley, Olive M. Tuttle House (Prec.) 3800
1
' Cooper, Robert
Exempt 1000 2800 167.44
1 2.00
' Cooper, Florence 1 2.00
Colby, Norris 1 2.00
Corson, Bernard & Martha Allen Place (Prec.) 1600
Exempt 1000 600 35.88
' Corson, Martha 1 2.00
Corliss, Hosea Homestead Tyler 700 37.31
' Corliss, Walter Homestead Warner Rd. 700 37.31
' Corliss, Erwin 1 2.00
, Colburn, Frank 8r. Nellie Residence near R.R. (Prec.) 2200
1 Intervale land (Prec.) 250 2450 146.51
Colburn, Prank L. 1 2.00
Colburn, Nellie G. 1 2.00
[
Contoocook Valley Fair Assn. Fairgrounds & Bldgs. (Prec.) 1000 59.80
' Conant , Hiram E. Res. Academy Hill (Prec.) 1 3520 212.50
Conant , Hilda 1 2.00
' Constantine, Etta W. W. Archibald Place (Prec.) 1100 65.78
! Cooney, Harry 1 2.00
Cooney, Emma 1 2.00
Cummings, Jennie K. Julia Johnson Place (Prec.) 1200 71.11
Crory, Walter & Winnifred Residence Pen. Rd. (Prec.) 2300 137.54
Crory, Walter 1 2.00
Crory, Winnifred 1 2.00




3a Jones Place 60 2410 128.45
Crowley, William H. House & land Cont . Rd, 1 350 20.67
Chandler, Arthur 0, 27a Rye field
30a Pasture




1 cow 125 725 38.64
Chellis, Tracy H. 1 2.00
Chellis, Evelyn 1 2.00
Cutting, William G. 10a Farm Jewett Rd.
12a Part Bailey PI.
2300
500
25a Goodwin lot 100 1 2900 156.57
Cutting, Leda £. 1 2.00
Creasy, William A. McAlpine Pasture 150
Land & Bldg. (Prec.) 2000 1 2150 129.99
Cressy, Olive M. 1 2.00
Campbell, David Bldg. lot on Jewett Rd.
Land & Bldg. (Prec.)
200
2000
Exempt 1000 1200 70.66
Campbell, Flora M. 1 2.00
Cass, John H. l/4a. Land k Cottage (Prec.) 1500
Exempt 1000 500 30.00
Cass, Harriett M. 1 2.0C
Callaway, John P. Land &. Bldg. Beech Hill 1 3200 172.56
Callaway, Annette E. 1 2.00
Carson, Vera 1 2.00
Clausen, Mary E. 1 horse 1 75 6.00
Clark, Carl A. Land Sr Bldg. Farr. Cor.
70a Hill pasture Straw Rd.
1650
100
Exempt 1000 750 39.97
Chandler, Alfred 11. and
Barbara P. la Land & Bldg. Cont. Rd. 2500
Exempt 1000 1500 79. 9E
Chandler, Barbara F. 1 2.00




Clausen, Alice E. 1 2.00
Clausen, Albert V. L Alice 3. Lend &. Bldgs. Brier Hill Rd. 1500
Exempt IQQQ — 500 26.65
RESIDENT
NAME Description and Value of d tI IS
Real and Personal Property o 5 3
>
Campbell, Myrtle 26a Land & Bldg. on Turnpike 1 1150 63.29




Currier, Fern 1 2.00
Corney, Hessel D. Unfinished bldg. Straw Rd. 500
Land Ic Bldg. Main Rd. 1500 1 2000 108.60
Corney, Louiae 1 2.00
Clough, Dorothy 1 2.00
Gayer, Horace 1 2.00
Gayer, Arlene 1 2.00
Cheney, Harley 1 2.00




Exempt 1000 2250 119.92
Clough, Catherine 1 2.00
Clough, Gertrude, Keirs of 85a Farm land 950
Sand Hill lot 100 1050 55.97
Crawford, Ralph E. 1 2.00
Crawford, Lena B. 12a McQueen lot 200
10a Farm Bassett Mill Rd. 550 1 750 41.98






500 fowls 700 2150 114.59
Creasy, Emma F, 1 2.00
Cobb, William F. 2 Apt. dwelling Cont . Sq. (Prec.) 1500 89.70
Cobb, Emma B. 1 2.00
Calahan, W. Scott 29-^a. Davis wood lot Hincks PI • 1 150 9.99
Calahan, Mra. W. Scott 1 2.00
Cassin, Ansel <r. 30a Jennie Nudd Place
Thayer field 1 1000 55.30
Caasin, Dorothy J, 1 2.00
Dalby, Jamea M. Bungalow (Prec.) 2200
Stock in trade 650 2850 170.43
Dalby, Marion S. 1 2.00
Davis, Jennie E. Estate Highland House (Prec.) 3000 179.40
Davis, Helen Walker Res. (Prec.) 1 3350 202.32
Davis, Norman & Margaret Nudd Land 150 8.00




Huntoon lot 100 1 2800 168.79
Davis, Nina B. Estate 12a Residence Maple St. (Prec.) 6000
Land Ella Farr (Prec.) 200 6200 370.76
Davis, Norman F. Cilley Place (Prec.) 3500
Exempt 1000 2500 149.50
Davis, Virginia 1 2.00
Davis, Martha Residence Maple St. (Prec.)





Exempt 1000 1 3265 196.00
Davis, Mabel Buswell lot
10a near Tyler
11a Frank White lot
15a Fagan lot






17a Curtis Richard lot 30 1 375 22. OC
Davis, N. F. & Nelson, L. A. Dustin Estate 60 3.2C




Davis, Marilyn C. 1 2.00
Day, Allen C. 1 2.00
Day, Lois E. 1 2.00
Day, Lois H. 1 2.00
!
RESIDENT
NAME Description and Value of d il 11
Real and Personal Property 2
> II
Danforth, Edward G. Residence (Prec.) 1375 82.19
Danforth, Alfarata C. Store Block (Prec.) 8800 526.24
Densmore, William Res. Park Ave., unfinished (PrecITOO
Wood lot 100 1 1800 108.99
Densmore, Lillian 1 2.00
Densmore, Edward J. Residence (Prec.) 330
'^ite lot 220 1 550 33.46
Densmore, Capitola 1 2.00






Exempt 1000 2080 123.66
Dockham, Forrest E. 1 2.00
Dockham, Susie M. Residence (Prec.) 2400 143.52








10 cows 1250 4170 222.26
Duclos, Laura 1 2.00
Duclos, Robert J. 1 2.00
Duclos, Virginia 1 2.00




Land Woodchuck 25 3655 194.81






12 sheep 180 1 965 53.44
Dustin, Sylvia 1 2.00
Dodd, Spencer S. & Gladys P. Land & Bldg. (Prec.) 3800
Exempt 1000 2800 168.00
Dodd, Gladys P. 1 2.00
Dwinnels, Lena Land & Bldg. Brier Hill Rd. 1 1100 60.63






Derry, Margaret F. 1 2.00
Derry, Mary H. 1 2.00
Derry, Ann J. 1 2.00








Derry, Mary E. l^a Homestead (Prec.) 1500
l/4a House & land 2000 3500 210.00
Dunbar, Mary E. Estate House (Prec.) 1200 72.00
Dunbar, Arthur E. 1 2.00
Devereaux, Lucy C. Residence (Prec.) 1 8000 482.00
DeGrennia, Raymond Land & Camp Farr. Cr. 1 200 12.66
DeGreenia, Dorothy 1 2.00
Diamond, Kahum E. House & land Farr. Cor. 1600
Exempt 1000 600 31.98
Diamond, Florence 1 2.00
Duclos, Richard House 8c Land
Hen house & garage
1000
200
Exempt 1000 200 10.66
Duclos, Elizabeth 1 2.00
Dorr, Virginia Nell Land & Bldg. Beech Hill 3000 159.90
Dunning, Fred & Eliza A. 4a Land & Bldg. Main Rd. 2000
5 Cabins 1000 3000 159.90
Dunning, Fred N. 1 2.00
Dunning, Eliza A. 1 2.00
Davis, Clyde M. la Land & Bldg. (Prec.) 1 2400 146.00
Dimond, George 1 2.00
Dimond, Mrs. George 1 2.00
NAME
RESIDENT
Description and Value of




























English, E. J. & Eva M.
English, E. J.
English, Eva M.
Ernst, Ed. &. & Marion C.
Ernst, Ed. H.
Ernst, Marion C.






5a Land & Bldg. (Prec.) 3800
Exempt 1000
Field adj. O'Rielly's 50
Duston Country Club 4500
3a Nellie Pierce lot 25
l^a Cottage Joesylvia Lake 475
1 Portable mill 500
Wood and lumber 900
Exempt 1000
2a Loon Island 25
3a Putnam lot near camp 75
50a White pasture 400
40a White farm land 400
4a Kenyon land 200
House 2500
Exempt 1000




Leon Chase land 35
Frank George land 25
5 camps 5000
140a James Hardy Farm
30a Pasture
Res. Maple St. (Prec.)
Res. Spring St. (Prec.) 1700
Exempt 1000
Henry Place (Prec.) 1320
Exempt 1000
Homestead Tyler
Ada Rowell PI. (Prec.)
Clare Thompson PI. (Prec.) 2350
420 fowls 475
Lawson Place (Prec.)
Millbury PI. Main St. (Prec.) 2750
350 fowls 375
l/2a Land & Bldg. (Prec.)





















Description and Value oi d I'l 11NAME Real and Personal Property 2
> 1^
Eaton, Dorothea A.





Evans, George H. 20a Open fields




Exempt 1000 125 6.66
Evans, Eleanor 1 2.00
Fellows, William F. Estate Res. River St. (Prec.) 1100 65.78
Flad, Harry 1 2.00
Flad, Mrs. Harry 1 2.00
Ford, Pearle H. Res. Kearsarge Ave. (Prec.) 1 2200 133.56
Fottler, Robert S. Provencher Place 2200 117.26




Call Residence (Prec.) 2420 1 2805 167.24
French, Dorothy M. 1 2.00
Fuller, Robert Res. Pea Rd. (Prec.) 1 3200 193.36
Fuller, Madeline 1 2.00
Fuller, D. Jay Estate Richardson land 350
Res. Pine St. (Prec.) 3500 3850 227.95
Fuller, Ethlyn S, 1 2.00
Fuller, G. Irving Residence (Prec.) 3080 184.13
Fuller, Blanche 1 2.00
Fellows, Joseph A. Land & Bldg. Putney Hill 1 150 9.99
Fellows, Eva M. 1 2.00
Foote, Helen M. l/2a Land &: Bldg. (Prec.) 900 54.00
Faust, Mary Jane k Nile E. 25a Palmer land
Land & Bldg. Putney Hill
300
1700
Exempt 1000 1000 53.30
Files, Arthur D. 80a Farm Main Rd. 1 5000 268.50
Files, Mildred 1 2.00
Fish, Mabel E. 2a Land, Barn & Inn (Prec.) 4500
Exempt 1000 3500 210.00
Fester, Bernard Kimball field (Prec.)
Land &. New house
500
2500
Exempt 1000 2000 109.95
Foster, Daisy 1 2.00
Flynn, Edith C. & Roger S. 52a Land & Bldg. Jewett Rd. 12000 639.60
Flynn, Edith C. 1 2.00
Flynn, Roger S. 1 2.00
Fagan, John Estate Land & Bldg. (Prec.) 2000 120.00






Flamond, Mabel B. 4a Cottage & land 1 440 25.45
Flanders, Frank I. 6+a Roach lot, Henniker Rd
.
50
1 horse 100 1 150 9.99
Flanders, Helen A, 150 fowls 1 175 11.33
Flanders, Fred W. Roach house & field 2000










Exempt 1000 925 49.30
Flandreau, Bernice 1 2.00
Foote, Eugene 30a Sugar Hill camp 190 10.13
Fraser, Mrs. Frances L. Land &. Bldgs. Putney Hill 1 3300 177.89
Fry, Henry 20a Helen Duston lot 250 13.32
Fitzgerald, Arthur Tf
.
30a Dot Clark farm 1500
Exempt 1000 500 26.65
Fitzgerald, Corinne 1 2.00
1





NAME Description and Value of




















































Danforth Blacksmith Shop (Prec]




Clara George Res. (Prec.)




Cottage lot Josylvia Lake
Cottage lot Dockham





































3da Land & can^




1-J-a. Land & Bldg. (Prec.)













































Description and Value of





Gordon, Mae & Theadore
Gordon, Mae










Gi Idersleeve, Donald C.
Graziano, Thomas
Graziano, Marjorie





























Land & Bldg. Farr,
Exempt
Cor,
80a Farm Briar Hill
30a Putnam land




23a Land & Bldg. Cont . Rd.
62a Land Sc Camp Buswell Cr.
1 cow
160a Land & Bldg. Beech Hill
Res. Hop. Village (Prec.)
13a Camp lot
5a New house & land
15a Land & Csunp Farr. Cor.
Exempt
7a Land & Bldg. Main Rd.
40a Home farm
2a Land near R. R.
2a Homestead (Prec. 900)
2a Kimball land
Stanton Place (Prec.)





Mt . Hope pasture
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Hilton, W. Henry 1 2.00
Hilton, Hazel P. 1 2.00
Hilton, Roas L. Ella Hardy Res. (Prec.) 1 2200 133.56
Hilton, Mabel 1 2.00
Holmes, Leon 1 2.00
Holmes, Erlene B. 1 2.00
Holtrook, Elliott E. 1 2.00
Holbrook, Esther B. Res. Spring St. (Prec.) 700 41.86
Hooper, Ida S. 1 2.00
Hopkins, 0. D. 1 2.00
Hopkins, Rosamond 1 2.00
Howley, Mary Estate Farm on Intervale 2200
1 cow 100 2300 122.59
Howley, James F. 2-family Res. Cedar St. (Prec .) 1 2100 127.58
Howley, Audrey 1 2.00
Houston, Tyrus 67a Intervale land
5a Intervale land






3 Other neat stock 175 1 8015 431.30
Houston, Evelyn 1 2.00











1 other neat stock 125 1 12015 707.50
Houston, Blanche 1 2.00
Howell, William Clarence Cooper PI. &. land 1 500 28.65
Howell, Ida 1 2.00
Howard, John & June Durant PI. (Prec.) 2500
Exempt 1000 1500 89.70
Howard , June 1 2.00




200 fowls 250 1 3060 165.10
Hoyt, Belle 1 2.00
Hopkinton Telephone Co. 3/4a Blake house (Prec.) 1300 107.64
Hunt , Charles Shurtleff land e< camp 1 500 28.65
Hunt , Ada L. 1 2.00
Hunter, Robert D. R. Fuller PI. (Prec.) 2400
Wood lot 7/arner Rd. 150 2550 151.52
Hunter, Marjorie T. 1 2.00
Huntoon, Arthur C. 78a Ba. of Dustin Farm
Res. Maple St. (Prec.)




Fred Nelson PI. 475 4400 255.97
Heath, Gladys Land & Bldg. Cont Rd. 75
Land & Bldg. Putney Hill 575 1 650 36.64
Heath, George 1 2.00




2 cows 280 2480 132.19
Hamilton, Francis B. 1 2.00
Hamilton, Edythe H. 1 2.00
Hurd, Walter B. Land 8c Bldg. So. Rd. (Prec.) 800
15a Morrison pasture 100 900 53.33
Hughes, John 1 2.00
Hughes, Katharine 1 2.00
Howe, John H. & Elizabeth L. Land Sr Bldg. Beech Hill 3500 136.55
Howe, John H. 1 2.00
Howe, Elizabeth L. 1 2.00
Harrington, Mattie J. Land £: Bldg. 1 1200 65.96
Haskins, Carrie E. 150a Land &. Bldg. So. Rd. 1 3200 172.56
Haskins, Chapin H. 1 2.00
Haskins^ Llarjorie _!. P.OC
RESIDENT
NAME Description and Value of d -1
it
1 6
Real and Personal Property 2 5 3
> 1?
Holbrock, Percy E. l/2a New house ft land Jewett Rd. 6000 319.80
Hol"brook, Eva F. 1 2.00
Holtrook, Paul P. 1 2.00
Hungerford, IVilliam 1.1. and
Ruth H. Land ft bldg. (Prec.) 5000 300.00
Hungerford, V/illiam M. 1 2.00
Hungerford, Ruth N. 1 2.00
Hoffman, Lily E. 7a Land ft bldg. Turnoike 1 1500 81.95
Heino, Vivika 8r Otto Land ft bldg. Briar Hill 1200 63; 96
Heino, Vivika 1 2.00
Hanson, Ernest '1 .k Lottie L. 5a unfinished house <^ land 2700 143.91
Hanson, Ernest H, 1 2.00
Hanson, Lottie L. 1 2.00






Exempt 1000 275 14.66
Harris, Matilda 1 2.00
Halmans, Ray & Bella Postraa 5a '/7m. Moulton land 50
260a Ella Morrison farm 2950 3000 159.90
Halmans, Ray 1 2.00
Hardie, John 1 2.0C
Hardie, Drusilla Boutelle PI. 1 3300 177.89
Heydenreich,& Thomason 29a Putnam land 225
Eaton farm 9000 9225 491.69




4a School House Stempfield 600 1 2630 142.18
Hincks, Evelyn P. D. 1 2.00
Hoffman, Norman ft Deborah 4a Land ft. garage 300
Crory house 2500 2800 149.24
Hoffman, Deborah 1 2.00




Hoitt, Elizabeth F. 1 2.0C






Hoyt, Arnold & Nelson, Ed. 80a Spr out land 400
ilunt PI. Putney Hill 950
12a Sprout land New Rd, 75










Hoyt, Edith H. 2-00
Hoyt, Jesse 2.00
Hoyt, Jennie 2.0C
Hoyt, Harry L. 2.00
Hardy, Francis 2.00
Hardy, Ruth
Hayward, Charles P. Lot ft camp Josylvia Lake
500 26. 6E













Jordan, Henry ft Marie 1 2.00
Jordan, Henry 1 2.00
Jordan, Marie 400 21.32
Jones, Olive H.
Johnson, Rachel
Land ft bldg. Farr. Cor.




Jones, Everett ft Shirley Land ft bldg. Main Rd. 1 2.00
Jones, Everett 1 2.00
Jones, Shirley









NAME Description and Value oi d il
gS
Real and Personal Property 2 H d
Jennings, Mrs. W. N., Jr. 85a Nellie Pierce PI 1500
Camp 100 1 1600 87,28
Johnson, Richard C. 1 2.00
Johnson, Frederick J. Charles Cressy PI. 1500
Exempt 1000 500 26.65
Johnson, Eleanor M. 1 2.00
Jameson, Harold 1 2.00
Jameson, Gladys 1 2.00
Kelly, Jennie Estate 5a Place on Main Rd. 1100 58.63
Kemp, Harold C. Residence (Prec.) 1 2750 166.45
Kemp, Evelyn 1 2.00
Kenerson, Clifton Residence (Prec.) 1 2420 146.72
Kenerson, Estelle 1 2.00
Kilburn, Nettie 1 2.00





Res. Pine St . (Prec.)
1000 2920 174.62
Kimball, Arthur C. 2750
140 fowls 160 2910 174.02




Exempt 1000 7920 473.62
Kirk, John F. Inc. Stock in trade 5600 334.88
Kirk, Esther M. 2.00
Krzyzaniak, John House (Prec.) 1450 88.72
Krzyzaniak, Edith '^ 2.00
Krzyzaniak, Victor 2.00
Krzyzaniak, Mrs. Victor 2.00
Kimball, Edgar H. 2.00
Kimball, Dorothy H. 2.00
Kimball, Frank M. 2.00














140 fowls 160 10510 560.18
Kimball, Robert W. 6a House & land (Prec.) 1 3500 212,00
Kemp, John Norman 8a Homestead 750
8a Ernest Goodwin land 50 1 800 44.64
Kemp, Eva 1 2.00
Knowles, Raymond & Hollis 17a Land & camp Dunbarton Rd. 375 19.99
Kimball, Alton & Margaret 3a Land S: Bldg. So. Rd. (Prec .) 800 48.00
Kimball, Alton 1 2.00
Kimball, Margaret 1 2.00






4 other neat stock 500 19570 1043.08
Kincade, Merle & Roy R. Land & Bldg. (Prec.) 2100 *
Exempt 1000 1100 66.00
Kincade, Merle 1 2.00
Koons, Thomas A. Res. Hop. Prec. 1 4000 242.00
Koons, Ida B. 1 2.00
Kitanis, Alex Land & Camp Henniker Rd, 1 50 4.66
Keech, William A. 1 2.00
Keech, Jean 1 2.00
Kimball, Richard H.<?c Maude M. 40a Goodwin Farm 2300
12a Smart land 75 2375 126.59
Knox, Walter B. 1 2.00































Lux, Louis E. , Jr.
RESIDENT
Description and Vcdue of
Real and Personal Property
17a Darrah's Homestead (H.Pr.) 12000
Darrah pasture 550
Etta Green field 50
10a "Vood land So. Rd. 50
30-40a Haven Place (Prec.) 3800
14a F. C. Mills PI.
New Tavern (Prec.) 8800
22a L. H. iilills land 200
l/2a Horse Shoe Tavern (Prec.) 2000
20a John Rogers land (Prec.) 500
11a Grant & Lordway field " 300
7a Land & Bldg.Opp. Tavern" 1650
70a Albert Frenclz wood lot 100
9 Cabins (Prec.) 2400
10a Goodspeed wood lot 75
John Rogers land (Prec.) 50
1 Stone House (Prec.) 550
Old Blacksmith Shot) (Prec.) 165
Power house (Prec; 330
Baptist Parsonage (Prec.) 3600
Storage cellar 100
Oil storage tank 200
Beech Hill pasture 2000
l/2a Frank Mills PI. (Pr.) 800






65a Currier Farm 2750
Exempt 1000
Robert Gould farm




Res. Park Ave. (Prec.)
Lot on Warner Rd.
Lot on Main Rd. (Prec.)
Exempt
Res. Park Ave. (Prec.)
Homestead Blackwater
































































Longwasser, George & Lillian
Longwasser, Lillian
Lomas, Urs . liable A.
Lawson, Arthur 0.
Lawson, Katherine

































Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
1"«
>
Mill lot (Prec.) 85
Cottage (Prec.) 300
Store house (Prec.) 115
5a Land & bldg.
Land &. bldg. 4000
Mills & mada inery 2000
45a Land & bldg. Turnpike 2500
Exempt 1000
2a Res.Ella Kimball PI. (Prec.)


























Plant Sc land Rt . 103 1000
Stock in trade 125000







Geo. Sweat PI. (Prec.)
l/2a Lot & unfinished bldg. 1200
(Prec.) Exempt 1000
Upper Bean Hill lot 380
Lower Bean Hill lot 220
J.Burnham 2-fanily res. (Prec.) 2200
Exempt 1000
Sweat PI. (Prec.) 1200
Creamery bldg. (Prec.) 300
Exempt 1000
Res. Main 3t . (Prec.) 1300
Intervale land (Prec.) 50
23a Converse PI. 2475
3a Snack* Bar <?-. land 500
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4a Wood lot 110 1 4040 242.36
Montgomery, Agnes 1 2.00
Montgomery, Roger 50a Land at Bound Tree 1 150 10.00
Montgomery, Betty 1 2.00














Res. Pen Rd. 1375 1 1915 104.07
Morey, Mildred Mrs. 1 2.00
McCoy, Mrs. Vilona Homestead (Prec.) 1700
112 Gage meadow 25 1725 103.34
MacLean, Marion 1 2.00
Martin, Sdna l^a Land & Bldg. (Prec.)
Garage




E. K. Manning PI. (Prec.) 1100 1 2600 154.99
Matheson, Mabel M. Land & Bldg. Main Rd. 1250
Land on Main & Straw Rd. 175 1 1425 77.95
Metro, Pina Store & Red Barn (Prec.) 3750 224.99
Metro, Thomas Stock in trade 1 1900 116.00
Metro, Pandora 1 2.00
Mitchell, Helen M. 18a Farm (Prec.) 2000 120.00
Mills, Frank H. 30a Wood lot 1 100 7.33
Mills, Lerman H. l/2a Homestead (Prec.) 800 48.00
Mills, Arthur P. la Land & bldgs. (Prec.) 1000
Camp k lot 200 1 1200 72.66
Mills, Mabel E. 1 2.00
McMullen, Robert G. 3a Land, garage & house 1300
5a French lot 110 1 1410 77.15
McMullen, Lillian School house & land 1 350 20.65
Mills, Charles A. Homestead (Prec.) 500 30.00
Hills, Effie C. 1 2.00
Moran, Mary M. Estate 65a Farm Irish Hill 900 47.97
Mills, James Unfinished house (Prec.) 1200
Exempt 1000 200 12.00
Mills, Elizabeth 1 2.00




l/4a Land & bldg. (Prec.) 900 1 2450 138.61
Milner, Edward C. Estate 40a Land & camp Turnpike 300 15.99
Moss, Donald J. & Vira E. 4a Land S^. bldg. Jewett Rd. 1700
1 cow 135 1335 97.82
Moss, Donald J. 1 2.00
Moss, Vira E. 1 2.00
Methven, Theron &. Louise l/2a Land ^ Bldg. Maple St. 4000
(Prec.) Exempt 1000 3000 180.00
Methven, Louise 1 2.00
Morgan, Madeline B. 45a Farm Main Rd. 1 7500 401.75
Menzies, Leslie B. 1 2.00
Menzies, Alice N. Land A, bldg. Shaw Rd. 1 2500 135.25
Menzies, William B. 1 2.00
Milner, Christine E. 18a Meadow below Owens 150
23a Etta Goodwin Farm 1500 1 1650 89.94
Martin, Edward, Jr. 1 2.00
Martin, Phyllis 0. 1 2.00
Martin, Marjorie R. 1 2.00
Martin, Hiram B . 1 2.00
McArt , Margaret C. 1 2.00
Mann, Douglas E. 25a Charles Dow property 250

























Description and Value oi
Real and Personal Property
Nelson, Maude C.
Nelson & Huntoon
Nystrom, Gustave & Elizabeth
Nystrom, Gustave
Nystrom, Elizabeth
N. H. Antiquarian Society
Nelson, Stewart
Nelson, Virginia
1-J-a Duston's Tea Room
22a Spr out land Basset t Ivlill Rd,
Camp lot 450
J-a Kenyon Gravel Bank Sr bldg. 1000
30a Grassy Pond lot 175
Home Henniker Rd. J.Robertson 2500
Hastings Pasture 250
30a Jones pasture H.Robertson 275
40a Clements Hill lot 75




Dr. Ober land 800
2 horses 150




50a Edward Barton Farm 1300
6 sheep 72






3 Summer camps 275
Exempt 1000
Wheeler land 25
Residence Park Ave. (Prec.) 3850
Burnham land 25
George lot 250
Hardy Spring lot 50
Land opp. Matott PI. 25
Kimball pasture 200
Cilley land 305
222a Land Josylvla Lake 600
Part H. Chase pasture 75
50a W. Rand lot 50
3a Montgomery land Pine St,
Chase PI. (Prec.)
Memorial Bldg. (Prec.)




































NAME Description and Vczlue of d A 11
Real and Personal Property 2 O 9
> 1?










450 fowls 625 9070 483.43
Nelson, Stanley L. & Evelyn 100a Meadow & Intervale 2000 106.60
Nelson, Stanley L. • 1 2.00
Nelson, Evelyn 1 2.00
Northup, Ross 1 2.00
Northup, Alice 2a Hatfield School House 1 1200 65.96
Northup, Leon &. Mildred 4a Harry Davis PI. 2000 106.60
Northup, Leon 1 2.00
Northup, Mildred 1 2.00
Nudd, Archie H. Land & house 150
Harold Jameson land 25 1 175 11.33




Oslund, Carl E. 1 2.00
Oslund, Helen A. 90a Old Pierce PI. 1 1320 72.36
Osterman, Tekla M. 1 2.00
Ordway, Frances 1 2.00
Odette, Charles P. Land & camp Farr. Cor, 1 175 11.33
Owen, Harold 10a Stanwood lot 100
1/2 of Alice Owen PI. 2550 2650 141.24
Owen, Louise G. 1 2.00
Olkonen, Arthur ¥, 1 2.00
Olkanen, Hazel N. 1 2.00
Odette, Mrs. Charles 1 2.00
Page, Willie Sam Hardy PI. 1 550 31.32
Page, Ethlynd A. 1 2.00
Page, Lester Chase PI. (Prec.) 1 825 51.33
Page, Helen 1 2.00
Patenaude, Merle & Marjorie Mill & water rights on River (Prec) 10000 598.00
Peaslee, Alice R. 80a Homestead (Prec.)
2 family house (Prec.)
4400
1650
5 cows 625 1 6675 401.16
Peasley, Charles A. Res. Pen. Rd. (Prec.)
Webster house (Prec.)
2400 143.52
Penelton, Louis E. 2750
Sam Baker land (Prec.) 350 1 3080 186.18
Penelton, Helen L. 1 2.00
Petty, Bertha 1 2.00
Phelps, Clifford & Marion Salmond PI. (Prec.) 2475 148.01
Phelps, Clifford 1 2.00
Phelps, Marion 1 2.00




13 cows 1820 1 6320 338.86
Poole, Margarf c 1 2.00
Poole, Robert 1 2.00










300 fowls 400 13270 707.29
Pope, Allen New house on Briar Hill Rd. 2200 117.26
Pope, Elizabeth 1 2.00
Preston, Mary A. Residence (Prec.) 6300 376.74
•
RESIDENT
NAME Description and Value oi d il 11
Real and Personal Property o
0. n n
Provencher, Albert 80a Annis pasture
Annis meadow
10a Res. Maple St. (Prec.)
500
2600
1 cow 110 1 3210 190.711
Provencher, Florence 1 2.00.
Provencher, Doris 1 2.00;
Prowse, Robert & Mildred 3/4 Dcrmon PI. (Prec.) 2800
Exempt 1000 1800 107.641
Prowse, Mildred 1 2.00;




1 cow 125 2275 121.26
Price, Ora L. 1 2.00
Price, Elsie 1 2.00
Patch, Elsie & Norris 110a Farm
77a Richardson land




Arzelia Abbott lot 110 6380 340. 05i
Patch, Norris 1 pair steers 200
2 C0W8 200 1 400 23.32;
Pimentel, Irene K. 1 2.00
Pimentel, Alfred L. 1 2.00)
Pimentel, Irene K. and
Freitas, Mary J. 125a Farm Beech Hill Rd. 3000 159.90)
Patch, Guy J. 5a Herri ck land 15
15a land Beech Hill 45 1 60 5.20)
Palmer, Katherine B. 5a Farm & Harrington field 3300
80a Ben Symonds farm 1100 1 4400 236 . 52
Plummer, Louise 1 2.00
Plutamer, Roger W. 35a Farm Beech Hill 2200 117.26.
Pcrrin, William G. Estate Land & bldgs. Straw Rd. 700 37.31i
Perrin, Addie M. 1 2.00)
Parker, Harry C. & Thurley V. Land & bldg. Main Rd. 3700
la house lot 315 4015 214.00)
Parker, Harry C. 1 2.00;
Parker, Thurley V. 1 2.00
Pope, Sara Residence (Hop. Prec.) 2800 168.00
Pert, Ray W. 100a Farm & Colby lot Beech Hill 7000 373.10
Pert, Helena C. 1 2.00
Pluff , William J. & Alice M. Land & bldg. (Prec.) 900 54.00
Pluff, William J. 1 2.00
Pluff, Alice M. 1 2.00
Pluff, Daniel E. 1 2.00
Proctor, Raymond & Olive 2a Unfin. house & land (Prec.) 800 48.00
Proctor, Raymond 1 2.00
Proctor, Olive 1 2.00
Paquin, Judith D. 1 2.00.
Paquin, Raymond & Judith D. l/2a land & bldg. (Prec.) 1800
Exempt 1000 800 48.00




Pratt, Howard E. & Dorothy E. Residence (Hop. Prec.) 3500 210.00
Pratt, Howard E. 1 2.00
Pratt, Dorothy E. 1 2.00
Parmenter, Robert 75a Farm Beech Hill 5500
12-^a Land near F. Kimball 100 5600 298.48
Parmenter, Catherine 1 2.00
Putnam, George M. Estate 87a Home Farm 4500
30a Bassett Mill Rd. lot 60
i30a Hoyts Hill lot 60
20a Rollins pasture 200
7a Bassett I'All Rd. lot 25
Old School House 100 4945 263.56




3 Other neat stock 350 1 7280 390.02
Preacott, Myron A. 1 2.0C
RESIDENT
NAME Description and Value oi d 3-1 tl
Real and Peisonal Property 2 5 3
> d






6 cows 720 4470 238.37
Putney, Elizabeth G. 1 2.00
Putney, Margaret M. 1 2.00
Postma, Bella 1 2.00
Poatma, Theodore 1 2.00
Pearson, Evelyn F. la Smith Tyttle PI. Putney Hill 1 2000 108.60




Penn, John R. 1 2.00
Reddy, Albert S. 1 2.00
Reddy, Cora W. Residence (Prec.) 1 3850 232.23
Reddy, Samuel 1 2.00
Reddy, Catherine 1 2.00
Reed & Montgomery Davis Block (Prec.) 5500
Land near Bridge (Prec.) 100 5600 334.88
Reed, Robert G. Residence (Prec.) 3080
Stock in trade 1100 1 4180 251.96
Reed, Elizabeth K. 1 2.00
Reid, Kenneth A, 1 2.00
Reid, Rilla P. 1 2.00
Reen, Bernard M. Res. Maple St. (Prec.) 1 2750 166.45
Reen, Ruth R. 1 2.00
Revoir, Myrtie Russell White camp and 2 lots
on River 1 660 37.18
Richards, Hiram Camp & lot 1 400 23.32
Richards, Blanche 1 2.00
Ring, John Camp on H. Stevens land 1 100 7.33
Robinson, Greta M. 1 2.00
Rollins, John E. Homestead Blackwater 1 1100 60.63
Rollins, William L. Morrill pasture
Smith lot
Lot in Pine Woods
Home Place








2 cows 250 1 3150 169.90
Rollins, Mildred 1 2.00
Russell, Carl H. and
James, Mary B, Keeler Place 3500
Exempt 1000 2500 149.49
Russell, Beatrice A. 1 2.00
Russell, Robert H. 1 2.00
Russell, Irene K. 1 2.00




Ransom, Dorothy 1 2.00




2 cows 200 3700 197.21
Rubs, Nora M. Residence (Hop. Prec.) 2200 132.00
Reycroft, Eliza G. Estate 13a Farm Main Rd, 3200 170.56
Roberts, Henry & Minnie 4a Land, new house Farr. Cor.
and Sargent land & bldg.
2000
550
40a cut over land 80 2630 140. le
Roberts, Henry 1 2.00
Roberts, Minnie 1 2.00
Reck, Paul Unfinished house & land BriarH .1500
Exempt 1000 500 26.65
Raymond, Mildred 40a Farm, Kast Hill 2200 117.26
Reed, George Land & camp 1 150 9.99
RESIDENT
NAME Description and Value of d I'l 11Real and Personal Property S H d
Rhodenizer, Sophie 14a Grand View House 1 5500 295.15
Hhodenizer, Alma B, 1 2.00
Rice, Neal J. House on Rice Farm 1 1400 76.62
Rice, Eunice 1 2.00
Rice, Carl J. . 1 2.00




Taylor property 500 1 2250 121.92
Rice, Evelyn M. 1 2.00
Rice Brothers 185a Home Farm
la Island
146a Land A Charles Elliott








19 other neat stock 2375 18510 986.58
Rice, Una Danforth lot 220 11.73
Roach, Agnes R. Connor's Field 55 2.93
Roach, John & Annie Estate Wood lot 110 5.86
Robertson, Everett 1 2.00
Robertson, Dorothy 1 2.00
Robertson, John T. Estate 3a House Vest Hop. 725 38.64
Robertson, Florence 1 2.00
Rogers, Charles F. 1 2.00
Rogers, Joseph S. 1 2.00
Roy, Alex. R. Elmer Lord Place 1 1200 65.96
Roy, Edith E. 1 2.00
Regal, Betty 1 2.00
Reade, Delbert 85a Pink House pasture
Colby farm & cabins




16a Land at Bound tree 200 1 5050 271.16
Reade, Pauline 1 2.00
Roberts, Fred D. 2a Land & house 1 1200 65.96
Roberts, Blanche C. 1 2.00
Roberts, Donald 1 2.0C
Roberts, Elsie 1 2.00
Salmond , Alfred & Louetta Fuller house (Prec.) 2000
Exempt 1000 1000 59.80
Salmond, Louetta 1 2.00
Scruton, Paul 1 2.00
Scruton, Mrs. Paul 1 2.00
Sargent , Arthur Cottage on Hardy Spring 1 200 12.66
Sargent, Mrs. Arthur 1 2.00




Exempt 1000 2750 164.45
Sawyer, E. E. Estate Stevens lot 65 3.47
Sawyer, Mrs. Li lion Intervale 330
Sprout land 130 460 24.52
Sears, John & Viola 'J^eeler house (Prec.) 1800
Exempt 1000 800 47.84
Sears, Viola 1 2.00
Sedgell, Harry W. Residence Maple St. (Prec.) 4400 263.12
Severance, Alfred & Ethel So. side of Spring St.
Res. 8c 2-room caiip 825
2 horses 220 1045 62.49
Severance, Alfred 1 2.00
Severance, Ethel 1 2.00
Seymour, Charles W. Elmwood PI. Tyler 775 41.31
Shurtleff , Mary K. Blanche Nelson PI. 30
Cottage A Andrews field 1100
•
Land back of tool shed 50
Chase lot (Prec.) 165 1395 83.42
RESIDENT
NAME Description and Value of d A 11
Real and Personal Property 2 H li
Shreve, Henry M. Land by river
Gould Hill Farm




Putnam pasture 660 13210 707.02
Shreve, Eva P. 1 2.00
Shepha*4 ,Ernest 1 2.00
Shephard, Ruth 1 2.00
Skelly, Hugh T. 6a Wilson lot





10a Sanborn lot 250 525 27.98
Skelly, Addle Residence (Prec.) 2500
Dustin lot 450 2950 173.49
Slayton, W. H. Carr Res. Pine St. (Prec.) 2200 131.56
Smart , Ruth BurnhamPl. (Prec.) 2200 133.56
Smith, Lcroy Res. Spring St, (Prec.) 900 55.82
Smith, Eugenia 2.00
Smith, Gladys H. 2.00
Stanley, Horace Camp & lot 450
Camp lot Josylvia Lake 40 490 28,12




Stevens, £. Lee Bungalow Pine St. (Prec.) 2000










2 cows 200 1 1900 103,27
Stevens, Barbara 1 2.00
Stevens, Harold Oldway PI. (Prec.) 1 700 43.86
Stevens, Cora E. 1 2.00
Stoddard, ICarjorie 1 2,00
Stoddard, Ruth 1 2.00
Storrs, Lucien & Lucy Merrill PI. Park Ave. (Prec.) 1300 77.74
Storrs, Lucien 1 2.00
Storrs, Lucy 1 2.00
Straw, Donald & Phyllis Bungalow Pine St. (Prec.) 1650 98,68
Straw, Donald 1 2.00
Straw, Phyllis 1 2,00
Straw, Forrest G. Wescott PI. (Prec.) 2255
Wood lot 125 1 2380 143,51
Straw, Elsie 1 2.00
Strand, C. Lamhert Bergstrom PI. & land on
Intervale 1 3000 161.90
Strand, Tekla 1 2.00




Exempt 1000 650 34.64
Sturtevant, Adelaide 1 2.00
Sullivan, E. John Barton PI. (Prec.) 550
1 cow 100 1 650 40.88
Sullivan, Marion 1 2.00
Swinington, Meta Cottage & lot Spring St, 500 26.65
Symonds , Arthur G. Glanville lot (-^rec)
Blood lot (Prec.)




Acushnot lumber land 130 4805 288,49
Symonds, Winnifred Frye land 55 4,93
Symonds, Donald E. 2.00
Symonds, Walberg Leroux PI. (Prec.) 3750 226.25
Sanderson, Alice D. 2.00
Sanderson, Roylston E, 2.00





























Strong, Rome J. Jr.
Strong, Mildred M.

















Description and Vcdue of
Real and Personal Property
40a Wood lot
Meadow wood lot
20a Land & bldg. Hoyts Hill
Unfinished house on farm
Land on Hoyt's Hill
House lot & bldg.






House & land So. Rd. (Prec.)





New house Straw Rd.
Land & Bldg. (Prec.)
Exempt
4a Land & bldg. Farr. Cor,
Exempt
Store & land (Prec.)
Stock in trade
Exempt
60a Land & bldg. Main Rd.
1 cow
2a Old Dow farm
27a Tom Long PI. Sugar Hill
80a Ed Standley PI.
Exempt
Leavitt camp







1 other neat stock
Exempt



















































1 350 20. 6J
1 2.0(

















NAME Description and Value of d -1 II
Reed and Personal Property S
> d
Straw, Lrnest 1 2.00
Sweatt, Jesse 25a Barnard lot
150a Lord farm
58a Part Stillman Gage Farm
Barnard Pastures
10a Putney Hill lot









1 other neat stock 90 2240 121.39
Sweat, Uable L. 2.00
Sweat, Alice 2.00
Sjoberg, John A, Cora Tucker Place 3500 188.55
Sjoberg, liable R. 2.00
Starkey, John C. 2.00





2 apt. house (Prec.) 2000 1 5525 330.93
Tarr, iJlla B. 8a Balch Home (Prec.) 4800 287.04
Thibodeau, Lionel lies. River St. (Prec.) 1100 67.78
Thibodeau, Velna 2.00




Townes, Shirley Res. Spring 3t . (Prec.) 900 55.82
Townes, Nora 2.00





Townes, Maurice Cottage & land (Prec.) 400 25.92
True, Wilbur A. Res. Pen. Rd . (Prec.) 2800 167.44
Turner, Alice R. Res. Blackwater 3850 207.21




1 other neat stock 100 6440 345.25
Terrill, Fanny 2.00
Taylor, Stinson L. Land &. bldg. Main Rd. 3300 175.89
Taylor, Vera I. 2.00
Thomas , Ada J- 2.00
Towne, Roger P. Residence (Prec.) 3000 182.00
Towne, Katherine F. 2.00
Troxell, Thomas N. and
Alarjorie R. New home Briar Hill (Prec.) 7000 420.00
Thain, TJlric L. 34a Harry Sawyer PI. 350 20. 6E
Thain, Nettie 2. 00
Thomason, Margaretta 2. 00
Tilton, Irene D. Phillips Place 1200
Exempt 1000 200 10.66
Tucker, llerilyn 1 2.0C
VanDommele, George l. Flora Greenhouse (Prec.)
Residence Pine St. (Prec.)
1100
3300
Lot Pen. Rd. (Prec.) 350 4750 284.05
VanDommele, Flora 1 2.00
Vestal, Lloyd M. Res. Spring St. (Prec.) 1 1800 109.64
Vestal, Doris M. 1 2.00




Vestal, Ellen M. 1 2.0C
RESIDENT
NAME Description and Value oi d il 11
Real and Personal Property 2
> 1^
Verville, Homer J. 13a Farm Farr. Cor. 1 1930 107.53
Verville, Anna S. 1 2.00
Verville, Homer A. 40a Farm Farr. Cor, 3000
Exempt 1000 2000 106.60
Verville, Ann 1 2.00




Verville, Elizabeth J. 1 2.00




Exempt 1000 700 37.31
VanDyke, Charles S. and




Exempt 1000 4100 213.53
VanDyke, Winnifred B. 1 2.00
Walker, C. Ernest and
Catherine W. 2.267a Res. Park Ave. (Prec.) 2500 149.50
Walker, C. Ernest 1 2.00
Walker, Catherine W. 1 2.00
Walls, Harry H. Wilson Res. (Prec.) 1 3000 181.40
Walls, Mrs. Harry 1 2.00
Walls, Barbara 1 2.00
Ward, G. Myles Land of Buhrer 200
Cottage Kearsarge St. 800 1 1000 55.30
Ward, Ida 1 2.00
Ward, E. Harvey Bungalow Spring St. (Prec.)
Lot Park Ave. TPrec.)
1100
200 1 1300 79.74
Ward, Clara 1 2.00
Waters, Sydney & Dora 136a Fred Chase Farm
Blackwater 3000
6 cows 780 3780 201.47
Waters, Sydney 1 2.0C
Waters, Dora 1 2.0C
Waters, Harry Land & camp Tyler 1 400 23.32
Waters, Charlotte 1 2.00
Waters, Charles Camp &. land Tyler 1 150 10.00
Waters, Edith 1 2.00
Weast, James A. Residence (Prec.) 1 2100 127.58
Weast, Bessie M. 1 2.00
Wescott, Josephine 1 2.00
White, Barbara M. 1 2.00
White, George W. Camp & land Buswell's Cor. 1 200 12.66
Wheeler, John Fred Emerson PI. Main Rd. 2500
Exempt 1000 1500 79.95
Wheeler, Ernestine 1 2.00
White, Russell & Georgia A. Rand PI. Maple St. (Prec.) 3000 179.40
White, Russell 0. 1 2.00
White, Georgia A. 1 2.00
White, Russell Sc Agnes Fiske PI. Maple St. (Prec.) 6 500 388. 7C
Willey, Frank 1 2.00
Willey, Ruty 1 2.00
Wihel, Frances K, 3a Palmer PI. 1 1700 92.61






11 cows 1485 1 4785 257.04
Woodhury, Mary B. 1 2.00
Woodbury, Donald 1 2.0C
Woods, Kate B. Estate Residence (Prec.) 2200 131.56
Wright, Leslie B, 1 2.0C
Wright, Li 11a 1 2.0C
Wright, Angus 1 2.0C
NAME













































Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Dalby Res. (Prec.)
Ella Tarr Res. (Prec.)
Davis Block (Prec.)
Stock in trade
82 House & land Cont . Rd
Tractor & Bulldozer
3a Land & bldg. Main Rd,












5a Res. Hop Hd. (Prec.)
Exempt
Land & bldg. Jewett Rd,
30a Farm Farr. Cor.
200a Land & bldg. So. Rd.
1 well machine
Choate PI. Bassett i.Iill Rd,
160a Old Chase farm
1 cow
Carpenter land (Prec.)
Res. & garage (Prec.)
Ed. Bartlett Pi. (Prec.)
3a Land 8r. bldg. llain Rd.
Land &. bldg. (Prec.)
Choate land Bassett I'.ill Rd,
'.Valker lot
20a Palmer land Briar Hill





































































































Allen, Frank G. Estate
Ainsworth, Everett R.
Amsden, Henry H.

















Bunt en, John E.











Connecticut River Hatl. Bank
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
l/2a House Hop. Prec.
200a Jones Farm
140a Blanchard Sc Rowell lot
70a Fogg land
10a Fiske wood lot
Stone house
Barnard land
Land in W. Hop,
31 cows
250 fowls
Land at Farr. Cor,
Exempt




















10a Clement's Hill Farm 1000
60a Chester Fairbanks land 350
Charles Shurtleff and Will
Rollins land on Gould Hill
l/2a Bungalow Cont . Prec,
10a Mary V/atson Place
12a Flat Iron lot
Gile lot Beech Hill
Chandler *; Currier lot
6a Land Sc camp
Dustin Place Cont. Prec,
2a Norton land 25
55a Spofford lot 175
35a Page land 70
40a Farrington land 300
30a Kimball Green lot 220
23a Landon Homestead 160
19a Ox pasture - wood land
Cottage house Cont. Prec.
3a Small Elliott place, dwelling,
barn & shop
5a Land & summer camp on
Londonderry Pike
Camp lot
Dr. Johnson PI. Beech Hill
Bailey Cottage on river
17a Sprout land near Boutwell PI.
190a Richardson Farm
43a ladg. lot Straw Rd.
200a Camp Merrimac 15000
Wood Sc lumber 1360
90a Straw lot Bassett Mill Rd.
Land & bldgs. on Cont. Rd.
24a Straw lot on Cemetery Rd.
11a Slash land Gloughville Rd.
50a Smith Pond lot
Land & camp Farr. Cor,
Electric plant
Farr. Cor. land 50
Bessie Powell lot near Mastyd. 150
50a Sprout land J.C. Tilton 100





















































NAME Description and Value of d -1 II
Real and Personal Property o
'l d
Connecticut River Power Co. 15a CM. Sc A.\7. Kolfe land
60a Herbert M. Kimball land
la Gilbert Astles land
2a Louis Boutwell land






Electric plants 140220 140730 7500.91
Connelly, Edward Heirs 12a Flanders land 440 23.45
Connor, Fred T. Kast Hill pasture 100
20a Sprout land Rose Archibald 450 550 29.31
Colclough, H. M. 15a Ledge pasture formerly
Herbert Connor 110 5.86
Conway, Mary H. 5a Greene Place 1325 70.62






Rice lot 100 800 42.64
Courser, Fred W. Jr. 32a Merrill lot 50
130a Rand pasture 650 700 37.31
Currier, John 80a Line pasture 450
^prout land 25 475 25.32
Community Oil Co., Inc. 2 pumps, 3 tanks Cont. Prec. 500 29.90
Callender, Everett 17a L;.nd & bldgs. Gage Hill 1200
4a Sprout land 25 1225 65.29
Dahood, Michael George Dustin PI. 1500 79.95
Davis, Henry R. Sprout land near Mattots 60 3.20
Dearborn, E. J. 40a Holmes & Dodge land
Bassett Mill Rd. 220
80a Land on New Rd. 200 420 22.39
Doig, Martha M. Wilson lot 50 2.66
Dow, George A. 98a Annis pasture or Hardy
Spring pasture 300 15.99
Doyle, Catherine 2a Land & bldgs So. Rd. 400 21.32
Dubois, Warren A, Land near Mt . Lookout 1300 69.29
Durgin, Alfred Land near the Foster lot 175 9.33
Duston, Freeman C. Gamp Josylvia Lake





1 lot from Gladys Haywood 150 750 39.97
Eastman, Laurence C. l/3a Smith pasture Farr. Cor, 75 4.00
Ela Box Co. , Inc. Nightingale land
40a Sprout land Woodchuck PI.
100
100
Wood f.. lumber 500 700 37.31
Engel, Eva M. Heirs 1-i-a Kempton house Cont. Prec. 2750 164.44
Edson, Homer W. and
Esther Flint Camp lot Josylvia Lake 100 5.33
Favor, Annie E. 125 Old Locke Farm 1000 53.30
First Natl. Bank, Concord National Bank stock tax 4.00
First Natl. Bank, Rochester National Bank stock tax .50
Flanders, Charles S. Old School house grounds So. Rd. 75 4.00
French, Levi W. Heirs 4a pasture 50 2.66
Gagnon, Mrs. Fred Camp ^c lot Spring St. Cont. Prec .400
Louis White PI. 100 500 29.90




Gilraore, G. Harold Sc Minnie 3a J. W. Rand lot 330 17.59
Godfrey, Sylvester J. Camp lot 110 5.86
NON-RESIDENT
NAME















Hodge, Flora B. Estate
Holmes, Francis 0.




Holmes, H. L. & Son








Koch, Henry J. Jr.
Kunert, Albert P.
King, Edward S. Jr.
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Sam Chase house Hop. Prec.
Old Post Office site Hop. Prec,
l/2a Helen Griffin PI. on road
between Tyler & Hop. village
2 tanks, 2 pumps
Horace Davis PI. Cont . Pi*ec, 8800
Unfinished filling station 2000
36.07 land & bldgs. Jewett Rd.
30a part Richardson farm
6a Frye land 330
20a George land 220
Gilbert Astles land 330
14a Braddock Est. Hoyt's Hill
8a Mary Elliott PI.
Camp Josylvia Lake
Wiggin land
Luther Bart let t prop,
la Archie Nudd pi.
100a land & bldgs.
Stock in trade
Mills 8c machinery
11a Oberwood lot Beech Hill
School house
6a Summer cottage Josylvia
lake formerly Martha Doig
115a Grey Rock farm
School house
1/4 part Gage Farm
pumps
50a sprout land
Res. Main St. Cont. Prec.
7a formerly Ervin Burbank
































Lot adj. H. J. Boynton
Dr. Dodge farm 1320
60a Melvin land 220
2a Myron Hoyt PI. Stumpfield 110
8a Oman Cook 100
Land Sc bldgs. Main Rd.
8a House
57a Farm & bldgs,
(1/2 with Walter Wheeler)
Exempt
John Welch camp Hardy Cor.
Exempt
2-J-a Henry Eastman pi,
2a Green land
la Bohanan pasture & nav hous
35a Chase field
Bldgs & land Beech Hill
Camp lot Josylvia Lake





































NAME Description and Value oi d A 11
Reed ond Penonal Property S
'i d
Lewis, J. Hamilton ^ Doris B Bldg. lot Straw Rd. 300 15.99
Lovell, John W. 95a Cameron PI. near Roberts 1100 58.63
L8.cey, Howard S. Sc Thelma P. 1 camp Sr. lot Josylvia Lake 500 26.65
Lavilolette, Lawrence 23a Boutwell land homestead 175 9.33
Lawson, Arthur V. 35a Land at Bound Tree 150 7.99
Leary, Edward Garage of Luke 0' Toole 1000 53.30
Leavitt, Forrest A. Land near Boutwell Pond 50 2.66
Lord, Eugene & Hilda 60a Huntoon farm Putney Hill 1650 87.94
Luciano, George C. & Cyren E 7a Fred Collins lot 110 5.86
Miller, Earl E. & Janet P. 7a bids lot Straw Rd. 300 15.99
Maclnnes, Donald D. & Sarah Camp & land Cont. Riv. 550 29.31
Maclnnes, Murdock Camp lot & garage Cont. Riv. 500 26.65
MacLennan, Alfred L. &. Mary 1.4a Old Roberts lot 440 26.40
Malfit, Joseph Land 110 5.86
McAlister, C. 0. & C. A. 1 portable mill 700 37.31
McAllister, Arthur E. 14a land & bldgs. on Charles
Stevens PI. 550 29.31
McCray, Mary A. 2 lots Cont. Riv. 150
Cottage & lot 375 525 27.83
McMurtrie, David 3 lots & camp Cont. Riv. 800 42.64
Martin, Henry G. 76a Fogg Farm 2200
2 cows 280 2480 132.18
Mechanics National Bank
Concord, N. H. Tannery Hill lot Hop. Prec.
Aiken lot Hop. Prec.
Wood lot New Rd. Hop. Prec.
Bailey Bros lot










Ice pond 165 1760 97.13
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange Stock in trade Cont. Prec. 3000 179.40
Marcou, Leon Land &. camp Bow Place 300 15.99
Merrill, Edward 2 story house & garage
Colby & Ford land




Cottage lot 75 2440 130.05
Merrill, Parker E. Land on Plains 85 4.53
Mintz, Dr. E. Ross Land & bldgs. Broad Cove Rd. 1650 87.94
Merrill, Frank D. la land near Marl Chase farm 50 2.66
Mitchell, Mrs. Mary E. House & garage Hop. Prec,
JoJ;inson field Hop Prec.
1500
300
la Land & Club house Prec. 550 2350 140.99
Morrill, Roger S. 2/3 of 1/4 Gage Farm 550 29.31
Morrill, Sitley S. 1/3 of 1/4 Gage Farm 275 14.66
Morgan, Albert Land &. camp Irish Hill 125 6.66
Murray, Lester E, 8a Beasie Powell lot 110
12a Fred Chase lot all
10a J. Abbott lot near
24a 0. Abbott lot Broad
20a A. Abbott lot Cove
2a Buswell Heirs lot 150 260 13.86
Murray, Ruth M. 75a Sprout land





Murphy, William J. la House & barn Maple St. Prec .2750
Exempt 1000 1750 104.64
Mrozek, Paul & Marion Now house & barn Henniker Rd. 1000 53.30
McCarthy, Elizabeth J. and
Rose J. Meinecher College Hill Farm 6000 319.80
Moulton, Christina D. Land & bldgs. Hop. Prec. 3500 210.00
Manchester Federal Savings
and Loan Assn. 3a Mt . Lookout House 5280 281.42
NON-RESIDENT
NAME



















Price, Daniel & Eudora
Price, David & Lillian
Price, Edward
Postal, A. E. Estate
Powell, John W.
Prince, Mrs. Carrie G.
















Shell Oil Co., Inc.
So cony-Vacuum Oil Co., Inc,
St . Paul's School
Sultzer, Morton
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property H
n
"8i
National Bank stock tsix
80a Guerln Land Sugar Hill
3fa Beech Hill land 500
5a Prescott Kimball Hop.Prec. 4500
65a Land & bldgs.
Stock in trade
30a Part Brown Rigg land
10a slash land formerly A.N.Chandle|r
Clayton Barton PI.
la land Putney Hill
13a part Thorogood PI.
36a S.E. Morrill land Tyler Rd.
1/2 Alice W. Owen PI.
3a House &. lot Cont . Prec.




75a Beech Hill pasture
1 lot & camp Cont. Riv,
Camp & lot Cont. Riv.
Camp &, lot Cont. Riv,
4a Land-Water Mill site
Bldg. lot Cont. Riv,
Land Bassett Mill Rd.
Electric plant 139171
Wood & lumber 198
Stock in trade 3100
(Hop.Prec. 6500)
(Cont. Prec. 16100)
5a Sprout land Clement's Hill
Lot of land So. Rd.
2a Homestead Beech Hill Rd.
Colby Res. Cont. Prec.
6a Bldg. & Studio Cont. Prec. 1650
2-J-a Joe Shurtleff PI. Prec. 990
Bldg. lot Robt . Cooper Prec. 125
Camp & lot Cont. Riv. 350
Land near Parker Flanders Eat,
114a Land Bassett Mill Rd,
30a Farm Sugar Hill
Cottage Cloughville
Lovell land at Tyler
60a Davis land
Camp at Tyler north of
Ralph Boutwell's
22a Elsworth Lowe PI.
2a bldg. lot Putney Hill
2 lots & ceunp Josylvia Lake
2 pumps, 2 tanks
7 pumps
Camp & land Putney Hill








































































NJIME Description and Value of d ll 11
Real and Personal Property 2 H 1?
Sampadian, Krekor & Arax Land & bldgs. near Pleasant Pond 100 53.30




Tarr, Arthur M. 50a Elrawood lot 450 23.98
Terry, John P. & Marion K. 12a Buswell lot 50 2.66
Terry, John F. & Warren F. 15a Augusta Chase Son's vet. land 50 2.66
Tower, Clarence L. & Marion ^Bldg. lot Putney Hill 250 13.32
Trenholm, James & Ruth A. 1 camp lot 500 26.65
Tucker, Sva C. Instate 7a Meadow Bassett Mill Rd. 55 2.93
Tyler, Raymond H. Camp 400
1 lot Cent. Riv. 75 475 25.32
Turner, James Jr. 22a Ernest Goodwin land 150
18a Meadow 150 300 15.99
The Texas Co. 2 tanks, 2 pumps 500 30.00
Upton, Robert W. 80a Goodrich pasture 1000 53.30
Upton & Whit comb Small tract of land 100 5.33
Voigt, Emily A. 300a Mary E. B. Sanborn Homeeitead 6000 319.80
Vaughan, Dana P. 5a House So. Rd. 530 28.25
VanDyke, Miss Alice C. Camp Putney Hill 1200 63.96
Weddle, Mrs. Sybil Gage and
Miriam G. Coffin 150a 1/2 Gage Farm 2750 146.27
Wheeler, Walter H. 8a House
57a Farm & bldg.
330
670
(1/2 with V. Kruegar) 1000 53.30
Whittemore, Lawrence F. 80a McCoy land
20a Sprout land near A.J.
Boutwell Estate 400 21.32
Wilson, S. U. 4a farm Beech Hill 700 37.31
Woodbury, E. Frank Jr. 1 camp lot Cont . Riv. 75 4.00




Whitehead, Earl A. House & land Cont. "Maple
Ridge Farm" 4500
Exempt 1000 3500 186.55
Weieh, John Tract of land on road to
Bound Tree 15 .80
TIMBER YIELD TAX
Astles Lumber Co. 60.30
Concord Lumber Co. 106.81
James F. Colby 134.19
Joseph H. Young 1,201.69
Ela Box Co., Inc. 253.84
0. D. Hopkins 13.05
George Severance 46.92
Severance & '.Vhitman 138.23
Alfred Severance 4.90
R. Montgomery & W. Page 93.60
Arthur S. Duston 31.62
Donald Braley 61.10
?red T. Connor 214.20
Henry Roberts 32.00
Total 2,392.45


